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INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Study 
In the Fall of 1957 the wri t ers became interested 
in finding a thesis topic that could be developed within the 
framework of an ongoing reserach project, and which would 
give them an opportunity to have first hand acquaintance 
with so-called research interviewing. Their field work place 
ment in the Psychosomatic Clinic of the Massachusetts 
Memorial Hospitals enabled them to become involved , for the 
academic year 1957- 1958 , in some aspects of the current re-
search of the Child Development Unit, located in the same 
hospital . This Child Development research dea~ essentially 
with the mother-child relationship, and was designed to test 
hypothesis regarding the influence of certain maternal per-
sonalities on the subsequent course of their child's develop-
ment . The mothers chosen for study were primiparae , of at 
least average intelligence , married, with husbands who were 
adequ ate wage earners, and where neither parent had any phy-
sical or mental handicaps . * At the time the authors began 
their own planning for their part in this , there were twenty-
seven mothers and children under study, the children being 
between the ages of one month to two years . 
*We are not going into the criteria for selection as 
we do not feel it is particularly relevant for our own re-
search project. 
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Purpose 
One major consideration in deciding on an area for 
this research was the selection of some aspect for study which 
would contribute to the ongoing research as well as provide 
suitable material for a thesis. Since the material of the 
1 Child Development Unit has been focused primarily on the 
mother-child relationship, it was felt that the authors could 
be most useful in providing information about the father-child 
relationship. The fathers' role in the children's life in 
the larger research has been understood largely through the 
mothers' reporting, supplemented by an occasional, incidental 
contact with the father, mainly on evening visits to the home. 
The need for an office interview with the father has been a 
long felt one, and our availability for this type of inter-
viewing was mutually acceptable. In view of this, the present 
study was focused on obtaining a picture of the Father-child 
relationship, and a set of questions was designed for the pur-
pose of eliciting information considered relevant to this. 
The questions were: 
A. How did the child react to the mother being out 
of the home during the time of the mother's second 
delivery? 
B. How did the father handle this? 
C. How did the child react to the mother's return home 
with a sibling? 
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D. How much does the father see the child and in what 
activities do they engage? What does the father 
enjoy doing most with the child? 
E. How does the father feel about who the child re-
sembles in looks and in temperament7 
G. vVhat is the father's feeling about the sex of the 
child, and does the father prefer this child to the 
sibling? 
H. How does the father see this child in terms of his 
hopesand expectations for the future? 
I. How does the father feel toward other important 
figures in the child's environment, mainly relatives, 
and how does he understand the meaning of the child's 
relationship with them?' 
Description of the Research Sample 
From a total population of twenty-seven, it was de-
cided to select those fathers who now have a second child, so 
that the authors might approach them around the area of how 
the first child reacted when the mother was in the hospital 
giving birth to the second child. It was felt that this ap-
proach would be less threatening, particularly for the mother, 
who might otherwise feel that her reporting was being checked 
on. From the twelve fathers with two or more children, eight 
who were known by the research team to be available for inter-
views, and who showed some willingness to participate, were 
3 
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selected for this atudy. The fathers ranged in age from 
I 
1 twenty-two to thirty-three; were white and of all Roman Catho-
lic faith; the group included three of Italian background, one 
of Syrian, one of Greek, and three of Irish background. They 
were at least second generation Americans, and most were third 
or fourth. All were employed, earning between seventy-five 
dollars to ninety dollars a week. Their homes, with the excep-
tion of two, were all in densely populated areas in and around 
the South End of Boston. Educationally, seven of the eight 
fathers had completed at least one year of high school, and 
one had completed high school. Although psychological test 
data was not available, it was our impression that all of the 
men were of at least average intelligence. 
One tape recorded interview, an hour in length, was 
held with each father. Appointments were arranged by a member 
of the Child Development Research team, and the interviews 
were held in the office of the Child Development Unit with the 
exception of one which was made on a home visit. The inter-
view was unstructured, but an attempt was made to focus speci-
1 fically around the questions related to the father-child re-
lationship, as these are described above. 
Procedure 
A detailed analysis was made of each interview, uti-
lizing all of the interview protocols in order to provide as 
I 
I much of a picture of the relationship as is possible from a 
1: 
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single cont act. After the protocols had been analyzed and 
assessed as to how much of a picture could be obtained from 
the fathers'· reporting, psychological profiles of the child 
1 at his present stage of development were made available to 
the authors. These were then compared with the picture of the 
child as it was obtained from analysis of the interviews with 
the father to determine the congruence between the fathers' 
reporting and the way the child now appears to the Child Deve-
lopment Unit. The following pages deal then with the data 
material as the writers have described it . 
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The Findings 
The object of this section is to present data ob-
tained by the authors from tape recorded interviews with the 
fathers . Each interview will be analyzed separately . The 
i nterview data will be preceded by a general description of 
the father and his approach to the interview situation . In-
clud ed in this general description will be the father ' s age, 
occupation , physical appearance , number and ages of children , 
and the way in which he related t o the interviewer . 
The interview in each case was foc u sed on the 
father ' s r e lationship with the oldest child , who is also the 
focus of the Mother- Child Study which is being conducted by 
the Child Development Unit . Inf ormation concerning other 
siblings will be pre sented in this se ction when discussing 
t he quest ions concerned with the first child ' s r eactions to 
the introduction of a sibling into the home and the father's 
preference for one child or another . 
The data will be presented by stating the questions 
followed by the answers given, as under stood by interviewer s 
fr om the father ' s var ious statements . Direct quotations from 
the tape recorded interview are made . When this is don e , the 
letter ""I . " wil l be used to represent the interviewer , and the 
letter "S . " will signify the subject . Every effort has been 
6 
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made to disguise identifying information. Each father will 
be referred to by a case letter and each child will be given 
a pseudonym. 
CASE A. 
Mr. A., a twenty-six year old automobile mechanic, 
is the father of Ruth Ann, age two years nine months, one of 
the first children taken on in t~longitudinal study. There 
is another child in the A. family, Allan, age six months, born 
when Ruth Ann was twenty-seven months old. 
~rr. A. is a man of short stature and average build. 
He is a rather quiet and soft spoken man, who, after an ini-
tial period of anxiety lasting only a few minutes, seemed to 
feel comfortable in the interview situation and to relate 
freely to the interviewer. He talked spontaneously and at 
great length about his daughter and her activities, giving the 
interviewer one example after another of the child's behavior, 
smiling and laughing with obvious enjoyment as he did so. 
When the first scheduled question , concern"ing the 
child'· s reaction to the mother being out of the home at the 
time of the second delivery was asked, Mr . A. immediately and 
proudly reported the very careful plans he and his wife had 
made for that particular week. "Uh, see, we had planned like 
this I took a week off -- a week off from work, so I could 
be horne and take care of her, see." He then went on to de-
1 scribe the child's reactions as follows: 
7 
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s. Where's mummy? When is she coming home? Where is 
she? Oh, I said, she's gone to the store to get 
a baby brother. She'll be home in a little while. 
Then that got off her mind -- she played around 
with some toys. She was very good, I thought. She 
11 probably asked about six times -- once a day, pro-
bably, especially when going to bed, because my 
wife usually puts her to bed -- and she'd ask where•s I 
mummy, and I'd say she's gone to the store to get a 
baby brother -- and she'd go back to sleep~ 
Mr. A. seemed to recall the events of six months ago 
with a great deal of detail, but it seemed as though he tended 
to minimize his daughter's reactions to the absence of the 
mother, emphasizing his own importance to her at the time. 
He continued his reporting of the events at that time in the 
same manner: 
s. . No crying -- just one night, I think she woke up 
one night in her sleepr and she cried that night 
for her mother. And she was crying, where's 
mummy?· She's gone to get baby brother. She was 
half asleep -- I went to get her some water. Do 
you want some water -- she says yeh, she drank 
the water, and that was it. I think she was asking 
where her mother was, you know. And then she went 
to sleep. So that was it. I think she was a little 
concerned if her mother was all right and that she 
was getting her baby brother. 
During this week, Mr. A~ was continuously with his 
daughter, except for the time that he visited his wife in the 
hospital. At such times, he would take the child to the home 
of relatives or friends, where she could play with other child- 1~ 
~ ren. ~so, they~d keep playing and that would keep her busy I 
and she was very good, I think.~ The father seemed to be very 
concerned with keeping his daughter occupied and happy during 
this week and kept her to her regular routine as much as 
8 I 
possible. Emphasizing thi s and again minimizing the importance 
of the mother for the child, he stated, "Not too much has 
changed in her schedule, except just not seeing her mother." 
Mr. A. described in some detail the activities of the day, 
continually bringing in examples of how good and how clever 
his child is. 
S. And I':d make her breakfast, and she'd eat fine, 
and then after breakfast, she'd be all set, you 
know -- and a couple of hours would go by, and by 
that time, I'd have cleaned up the house and made 
the beds. And then before you know it, it would 
be time to go to the hospital, so I'd have to change 
myself and bring her downstairs to my sister-in-law. 
So, I'd take her down there and then I'd go to the 
hospital -- and she wouldn't cry. In fact, she 
didn't cry at all about her mother being in there, 
because we didn't want to relate to the hospital 
to get the baby because she'd love to go to the 
hospital because she'd been coming up here to have 
her play session, you know. She doesn't mind doc-
tors and the shots, she was pretty good on every-
thing, you know, examining her ears or anything. 
So, we didn't want to say too much about :the doctor 
or the hospital figuring t~a~kshe might feel that 
they kept her mummy a whole/or something. So in 
that way, going to the store, if she was at the 
store a long time, you know. But as dlever as she 
is, she might figure out, well, gee, they kept her 
an awful long time at the hospital and I don't 
like the hospital because my mummy's been gone so 
long. Anyway they keep her downstairs, and I go 
to the hospital to see my wife and tell her all 
that's going on for the day and how the day weht 
and something like that. Then I'd come back home 
and probably spend an hour, an hour and a half 
there (at my sister-in-law's) and play some more --
she'd just want you to continue playing with her. 
She •·d never really mention where 1' s mummy when you're 
playing with her. I, 
Mr. A. reiterated that he thought Ruth Ann was a good I 
, girl when her mother was away, and stated with pride, "·Maybe 
II 
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it was because I was there, see -- if she was with somebody 
strange, she'd probably feel it more or less, see. I was 
there all the time with her." · 
The father seemed to have been very much aware of 
his child's needs and reactions when the mother came home with 1 
11 the new sibling, perhaps seeing this as an opportunity for 
him to become even closer to and more important for his 
daughter. He answered the question about the child's reactions 1 
to the new sibling, with the characteristic amusement and pride 
that pervaded all of his descriptions of his daughter's be-
havior: 
S~ At first -- I don't know, she wanted more attention. 
Everytime you~d pick up the baby or something, she'd 
run over there,. and she'd say what's that, Mummy? 
.And she 1 d say that ' .s your baby brother -- and I don't 
know, she'd act cranky or something, and if you were 
feeding him and he was getting all the attention, 
she'd want attention or something. And once in a 
while, we'd have to -- we'd be feeding the baby 
cereal -- she'd want cereal, too, and I'd have to 
hold her just like the baby and give her cereal 
like my wife was giving her baby brother. But now 
it's fine -- but the first few days she was a little 
more -- she cried a lot, you know. More or less 
when she was changing or bathing him and the baby 
was getting all of the attention, shetd want to 
get right up in there and help or -- but actually 
she never really felt bad towards him, you know. 
Like now she calls him chicken pie -- and she hugs 
and kisses him, you know. And if he cries, she'll 
say-- get the baby, the baby's crying, mummy---
he's hungry-- Daddy, the baby's hungry. Give 
the baby his bottle. At first, because the baby 
had a bottle, she wanted a bottle, and she'd play 
with that -- and everytime she'd do it, I'd say 
oh, you're a baby, you know, trying to get her to 
feel that she's a baby and she shouldn't do that, 
because she's a big girl. 
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The father seemed to very well aware of the fact that the 
child wanted extra attention, was ncrankyn because she lacked 
the attention the baby was getting, and that she showed signs 
of regressive behavior. The father was able to accept and 
gain satisfaction from the regressive behavior that brought 
him closer to the child, as, for example, feeding her cereal, 
but dismissed as ridiculou~regressive behavior that did not 
include him, as, for example, the child's desire to play with 
the toy bottle. In spite of the fact that the father seemed 
so aware of how his daughter was feeling and acting at the 
time, he finds it necessary to deny that there was any 
jealousy, saying that she never really felt bad toward the 
baby. 
Throughout the interview, Mr . A. continually referred 
to his activities with his daughter. From his reporting,. one 
gets the feeling that he is very much involved with his 
' daughter and that a very close relationship exists between 
them. 
s. I have a lot of fun with her -- well, the baby's 
too small. Every morning I come home from work --
I get home about quarter of nine. So uh -- we'll 
have the radio on or something -- she'll want to 
dance. So, I'll have to dance with her. Then I 
go down and check my furnace. She has to come 
down and check the furnace with me. No matter what 
I do, she wants to be right there, you know. I go 
down to see if there's any mail, she'll want to 
come down to see if the mailman came. Or if the 
milkman came -- she goes down and brings the 
bottle of milk in the house. 
I' II 
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I. I suppose you have auite a lot of opportunity to 
see her since you work at night . 
s. I do. I don't go to bed until about two in the 
afternoon and sometimes later or ~lse a little 
earlier, you know. But all the other time is 
usually devoted to her -- fooling around, doing 
tricks, or dancing. If there's music on the 
radio, she wants to dance. She'll say I want to 
dance with Daddy and he won 't dance with me. And 
with the two of us -- she doesn't want to dance 
actually, she just wants to dance with me. I 
I. Mm-hmm -- you have fun with her? j 
S. Yes, I do. We do a lot of things -- everything j 
she does, it's so clever, the way she does every-
thing. 
I. Is she Daddy's girl? 
S. Uh-huh. I think so. And when I go to bed, she'll 
say, Daddy don't go bed now. Why don't you stay 
up and dance. Make a house on the black board, or 
something like that. Fix this, fix that. 
Later in the interview, Nx. A. reported on his evening acti-
vities with Ruth Ann. 
S. We'll watch T.V. or do tricks on the couch. So 
we play around. She'll be showing me a story book 
or something. Who's that, like a lion or something 
or a dog -- something like that. 
While he reported these activities, as thou~hout most of the 
interview, Mr . A. was constantly smiling or laughing. One 
could describe him as nearly bursting with pride . From his 
description, one would say that Mr . A. spent almost every 
waking hour in activity with his daughter, and it seemed pos-
sible that the father liked having an evening job so that he 
could spend that much extra time with the child. 
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1 This father seems exceptionally pleased and proud 
of his daughter, reporting only positive feelings toward her. 
An attempt was made to indirectly find out if there was any-
thing about the child which worried or concerned the father. 
Very little came out to indicate any worries or concerns. 
When some possibly negative material was brought up by the 
1 father, he seemed to change the subject quickly to avoid 
this . For example: 
I. How did you find it being with her all the time? 
and had to change to a more positive tone. 
S. My wife says to me sometimes I expedt too much 
of her because she's so smart-- and I can see 
she's smart and I expect her to be just perfect, 
you know. I expect her to do everything all 
right. She says I seem to get away from the 
idea that she's still a little baby-- she's 
only two and a half yet. She had a blanket and 
she was covering the doll, and instead of put-
ting it on the doll, she put it on the floor, 
and I got after her -- she won't want to pick 
it up. She'll say Dad, you pick it up. I 
don't pick it up then. I'll just say I~ll 
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pick it up late~. She does it again, you know. 
She gets something else and happens to throw it 
on the floor and try us out --- where it's wrong 
on the couch or on the crib. She always wants to 
throw it on the floor, and that's it, you know 
what I mean. Or else we're eating breakfast and 
she'll drop something on the floor -- a spoon --
Daddy, pic~ it up. Or she'll say Mummy, pick 
the spoon up. She'll tell us to do it instead 
of her doing it. 
I. How do you feel when she does this? 
S. I feel like telling her you get it or something. 
Well, sometimes we tell her you get it, Ruth, you 
get it yourself, you dropped it. No, she says, no. 
We say don't say no to Daddy, don't say no to 
Mummy . So, she'·ll probably-- then, she'll get 
down and pick it up. And maybe sometimes we''ll 
pick it up and drop it at that, you know. So; 
if she gets too fresh, we'll say go to bed or 
stay in your room or something. And she'll go 
in there and cry. And then she'll come out again, 
as if nothing happened. · 
I. Does this happen often? 
s. No-t too much. She uh, when she does do something 
wrong, we just tell her to go into her bedroom, 
and she'll start crying, but not long. We say 
stop crying or else we'll give you something to 
cry for. She'll go into the bedroom and then 
she'll come out a little bit later and she'll 
start a new subject or probably have some toy in 
her hand. Play with me, Dad, or fix my toy --
or what 's this Daddy?' Or she'll come out with a 
book and say who's that, or what 's that, or look 
at this, she'll say. She'll change the subject. 
She knows all her colors, too. She counts and 
she has · these little educational toys and you 
put them together, and she can go on with them. 
When the interviewer asked the question, "·Who does 
the child resemble,"' Mr . A. became somewhat confused, not 
knowing what to say . Finally, he seemed most comfortable 
and very proud in giving someone else's opinion, that the 
14 
child looks like him. 
s. My mother thir1ks they look like me when I was a 
baby, and I know that wetve looked at the pictures 
and they look like I did when I was a baby. Nice 
looking little thing. (Laughs) But I think it's 
just her, she does look like -me, I think . 
1 The father seemed to gain a great deal of satisfaction from the 
fact that the child was beginning to behave both like her 
mother and himself, but he appeared to be even more excited 
and pleased when he talked of Ruth Ann's identification with 
himself. 
S. Mummy or Daddy, anything that has do with her, 
shet.ll say like Mummy or like Daddy. Like shetll 
want to shave like daddy. She'll say Daddy, shave 
me , she~ll make believe she's putting the shaving 
cream on her face or something. And then my wife, 
they were going out, and my wife will put her coat 
on. And shetll try to hold it, you know -- and 
my daughter will say no, she doesn't want it like 
that , she wants to leave it open, and she'll hold 
it like this. She wants to leave it open, she'll 
want to hold it like Mummy, she'll say like Mummy, 
I want it. 
Mr. A. apparently sees his daughter as a precocious 
and active child . He seems to enjoy this kind of behavior 
·and encourages her in it by direct teaching and an encourag-
ing attitude . The interview is interspersed with such 
1 remarks as ~she's so clever,~ ~everything she does is so 
I 
1 cute"', "'everything she does is just wonderful 11' . Her early 
l 
I 
I 
teething,, walking, talking, and toilet training was seen by 
the fdfre r as indications of her intelligence. 
s. Everything .she does is so good. She's so clever. 
She started teething, you know, she had a couple 
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of teeth when she was about three , four, about 
six months, I think, it happened. We were sur-
prised. And she walked, I forget now -- eight 
months, twelve months, she walked real early. 
She talked fast and when she did talk, it was 
always clear, no baby talk~ and everything she 
said was always -- you could actually make out 
the words with no goo-goo or something like 
that, you know. It was all clear English. And 
she still does that. Everything she says, she 
says as clear as anything. 
And later he tells of her activity and how appealing it is 
for him. 
s. Everything she does is just wonderful . She gets 
1
1 
over there, and she's climbing up and dovm and 
everything -- she dances on the table, and she II 
really does everything. 
It is o~vious from the content of the interview that I 
the father prefers the daughter to the son at this time. He 
reported that he feels Rgreat" having a son, but immediately 
returned to talking with enthusiasm about the girl and her 
accomplishments. 
I . How do you feel having a son now? 
S. Oh great. I didn't care at first , you know, after 
she did have a little girl because theytre so 
cute, you know. And then we had the boy -- one 
of each. That was fine. She uh, I dontt know, 
everything she does is so good -- shets so clever. 
There is a noted absence of reporting of interactio~ between 
the father and son, and a continued emphasis by him on the 
fact that the son is too young to play with. He volunteered, ! 
"The boy's cute, too, but he's too young. Hers sleeping all 
the time.Y' However, it seems that when Ruth Ann was an 
infant, there was more contact between the father and the II 
II 
'I 
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child. He reports, "Yes, I fed her a lot more than 
-~ 
I"ve fed my son."' And later he adds, "With him, you just 
give him the bottle in the crib, but with her where she never 
slept so much even when she was a baby, she had to be held 
and fed, you know.~ 
The last question concerned the fatherts feelings 
toward other important figures in the child's environment, 
mainly relatives, and his understanding of the meaning of the 
child's relationship with them. 
When Mr . A. talked about visiting his own family and 
his wife's family, he seemed to be feeling somewhat angry or 
annoyed about the fact that they see his family once a week 
and his in-laws twice a week. He did not openly express this 
feeling, but it was deduced from his defensive explanation 
that "my mother-in-lawts is much closerw. However, he seemed 
to feel warmly toward his in-laws and seemed to look forward 
to visiting them. In talking about the child~s relationship 
, to her grarldparents, he tended again to minimize his daughter's 
feelings towards them, perhaps because he is not willing to 
share very much of his daughter with anyone, but he did em-
phasize the grandparentst feelings for her. When asked how 
the child feels towards the grandparents, Mr. A. answered, 
I 
l1 ~she likes them • There's so many things she does that are 
so cute."' Mr. A. seems to have a pattern of minimizing or 
11 discounting his daughter"s feelings toward anyone except 
I 
I 
I 
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himself. He is completely involved with his daughter in a 
very close relationship, and other people are almost excluded 
from this. 
Mr. A. was a very verbal subject, being able to ex-
press his feelings of delight and joy with his daughter. He 
seemed to have some awareness of the childts needs and was 
able to give the writer a feeling of how close this father-
child relationship is. 
CASE B. 
Mr. B. is a twenty-seven year old father of two boys; 
Gerald, the child who is being studied in the Child Develop-
ment Project, is nineteen months old, and the second child, 
Steve, was born three months ago. 
Mr. B., an alert looking young man, is of average 
height and is rather husky. Mr. B. is a draftsman with a 
local engineering firm, a job for which he trained under the 
G.I. Bill of Rights after his discharge from the Army. 
At the start of the interview, he appeared somewhat 
anxious; he sat on the edge of the chair, clasping and un-
clasping his hands. He started out by willingly volunteering 
factual information such as ages and names of his children, 
but spoke only inresponse to questions. As the interview 
progressed, he seemed to become more spontaneous in his replies 
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and was able to elaborate more fully his observations of 
·Gerald and his activities with him. Mr. B. related,during 
the latter part of the interview, that he had prepared for it 
by discussing with his wife the kinds of things he felt the 
interviewer would be interested in knowing about Gerald's 
reactions to his mother's absence from the home during the 
time of Mrs . B.'s second delivery. 
The first question on the schedule was preceded by 
a number of questions concerned with the daily care of Gerald 
while his mother was away and Mr. B.'s brief responses. Dur-
ing this time, Mr . B. sat on the edge of his chair in a rather 1 
anxious manner. By the time the first question, How did the 
child react to the mother's absence from the home during the 
time of her second delivery~ was asked, Mr. B. had settled 
back in his chair and answered this question in more detail. 
Mr . B. answered the question slowly and surely and in some 
ways, as he talked about i~he seemed to be recapturing his 
son's feelings during that time. It was clear that Mr. B. 
recognized his son's loneliness for his mother and was easily 
able to accept it. The following is a verbatim account of 
this particular part of the interview: 
I. Can you tell me something about the way he be-
haved -- what he was like? 
S. Well, he behaved like he always did. You could 
see that he missed his mother -- and he'd always 
go around looking in the bed or looking in the 
kitchen or something, and he didn~t see her, and 
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he'd just w'lk around and star t picking up toys, 
and uh, let s see. In the morning, he'd expect 
his mother to pick him up out of bed, and she 
wasn't there. So usually I did, and my sister 
would take care of him sometime during the day, 
and he reacted pretty good. 
I. He did. 
S. You could tell that he missed her, but not that 
he was crying, you know. 
I. Was he any different with you? 
S. No, I dontt think so. 
I. How was he with you? 
s.. The way he always is. In the morning when he 
first got up, he'd be happy to see me. I could 
tell that he was looking for his mother because 
he'd look around, and he didn't see her, and I 
guess he was just getting use to the idea that 
she wasn't there. 
Mr. B. went on from this point without any encouragement from 
the interviewer and amplified his opening statement concern-
ing the second question on the schedule which was, How did 
the father handle this separation with the child? At the 
beginning of the interview, he said, • well, I was with him 
in the morning, and I was with him at night. But during the 
day I wasn't at home." Mr. B. explained that during the day 
Gerald was in his paternal grandmother's home. On being 
questioned, he stated that his mother lived not too far 
from his home. Mr. B.'s amplification of how he handled 
Gerald during the separation is as follows: 
S. And we talked -- I fed him in the morning -- got 
him dressed , took him into Boston, brought him 
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to my motherts house, and during the day, he 
was going crazy there (excited) and you know 
how little children are, they walk around and 
pick up this and pick up that. .And at night 
when I went there, he was happy to see me and I 
fed him again, brought him home, and put him to 
bed. And that was about it. 
I. Were there other children there? 
s. Well, there were my niece and nephew who were 
down to my mother's house for about, well, jus.t 
during the day-- that 1 s all, and they played 
with him. And they seemed happy. 
In speaking of Gerald's care, Mr. B. reported with confidence 
that his care of Gerald during that time was satisfactory and 
the best plan for the boy. Vfuile he did not take time off 
from work to be with his son all day, having him during t he 
evening hours and his acceptance of responsibility for feeding I 
Gerald and putting him to bed at night seemed to him right 
and proper. 
t . I reac J.on Question three was concerned with the child's 
to mother's return home with a sibling. At first, Mx . B. had 
very little to say but, "Very good, you know, he ran up and 
kissed my wife and hugged her and went over to the baby and 
kissed him." Questioned further as to the first few days, 
Mr. B. again stated positively, uvery good, you know, he was 
happy and nice." While it seemed that Mr. B. had to relate 
a positive reaction, he did recognize that Gerald had to ad-
just to sharing his home with a new child. This is how he 
said it following the statement "happy and nice": 
I 
II 
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s. And all that you know. He was inquisitive more 
or less -- he went over to the crib, and he was 
looking in, he just couldn't get use to the idea 
right away, but he did. 
Mr . B. quickly added, in what seemed to be an effort to make 
sure the interviewer would draw the right conclusion, "he 
was very good though.~ Later in the interview, after dis-
cussing other topics, Mr. B. made a statement which was 
related to this question. He was describing some of the 
baby's activity and at the same time further illuminated for 
the interviewer what Gerald's behavior was like. 
S~ Gerald is the one that will walk here and there, 
and you don 1 t always knovJ where he will pop up 
next time -- he's always grabbing something, like 
he'll take the bed cover right up and start pul-
ling it off the bed or he'll go over to Steve and 
start pulling Steve's hands -- shake his hands or 
something like that -- and I guess he doesn't know 
it, but he happens to be pulling Steve over towards 
the edge of the crib. 
After saying this, Mr . B. sighed and shook his head as if to 
indicate this could be harmful but that Gerald wasn't aware 
of it. However, he seems to be able to stand by and watch 
it without interfering as long as it doesn't reach that point, 
but if necessary can stop it if it does. 
The next question, How much does the father see the 
I 
child and what activities do they engage in and enjoy, brought I 
a number of responses scattered throughout the entire inter-
view. 
Mr. B. had explained that Gerald is in bed for the 
night by five-thirty P.M. and generally sleeps through the 
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night. He followed this by saying that he sees him in the 
1 morning and if by chance Gerald were to wake up during the 
evening, he usually went to him, gave him another bottle, and 
stayed with him as he dropped back into his sleep. He spends 
every week-end with Gerald, and if he were to go out some-
where, Gerald would accompany him. Although the interviewer · 
had made no verbal response to Gerald's early bedtime which 
indicate approval or disapproval, ~tt. B. returned to it and 
in a somewhat defensive manner said, "'But I think he needs the 
sleep more than he needs to see me at night.~ 
In describing Gerald's activity during the day and 
mutual father-son activity, Mr. B. was almost shy, but what 
he did say was waid with animation and appeared to give him a 
great deal of pleasure. First he described Gerald as he moves 
through the house and as he spoke of it, he leaned forward aa 
if he were observing the boy in action. 
I. Is he very active during the day? 
S. Oh yes, he's a little devil. 
I. How? 
S. Oh, he'll fool with the T.V. set and he'll grab a 
couple of chairs and start moving them together --
and climbs on the sofa and tries to reach for the 
big mirror we've got hanging on the wall -- and 
we've got a couple of shadow box shelves, and he 
tries to reach for them. He tries to reach for 
the thermostat. And he goes over to the refrigera-
tor and starts to listen for the hum of the motor, 
and if my wife is watching, he's listening for the 
hum of the thing that goes 'round there -- but 
hets doing quite a bit. 
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Mr. B. related all of the above with a smile and seemed to 
·enjo~ relating his son's explorations. This father spoke at 
length about his activities with the boy which seemed to pro-
vide both of them with pleasure. Going out together for 
drives seemed to be particularly pleasurable. Mr. B. stated 
that Gerald likes to sit behind the steering wheel and blow 
the horn which the father allows. Also, the boy often takes 
him by the hand and indicates he would like to out with 
father. The activity which Mr. B. described at greatest 
length was doing carpentry together. This has been a hobby 
with Mr. B. for years, and he has provided Gerald with toy 
work tools. He said that when making a playpen, Gerald 
stayed close by and actually tried to help him. With awe 
and amazement, Mr. B. said, "'And he wanted to grab a piece 
(of wood) and hold it for me -- and he wanted to hold the 
nail for me." The following section of the interview seems 
to express rather nicely the good humor and pride with which 
Mr. B. takes his son's growth. 
I. Do you think he'll be able to help you or get 
interested in it (carpentry) when he's older? 
S. Well, . I think hetll be interested in it -- taking 
things apart anyway. 
I. Why do you think that'? 
S. I don't know-- he always got this here hammer 
and he's always banging around with it, you know. 
That's why I think-- well, like any other child, 
there's a stage he goes through, he wants to break 
everything. But there are times, I don't know, it 
looks as if he's trying to put something together. 
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Mr . B. then almost retracted his statement. He perhaps 
thought it vvas_ boasting, but again ended this with a pleased 
manner. 
s . But you can't actually tell. So leastwise, I 
cantt tell, maybe someone else can. But hels 
pretty smart, though. 
During the part of the interview concerned with ac-
tivities, it was felt by the writer that Mr. B. felt posi-
tively toward his son's behavior. Mr. B. saw the son's ef-
fort to be included in the father's hobby, not as a nuisance, 
but rather as energy which would be used in a constructive 
manner by his son. 
Mr . B.'s presentation of his son as a happy child 
with good positive feelings prevented the interviewer from 
asking the question on the schedule which asked, Is there 
anything which worries or concerns the father about his child, 
because she felt the father would see this as being negative 
and therefore bad. Actually, he might have well been able 
to handle the question, but due to her anxiety about it, he 
was not given a direct opportunity. However, there is one 
section of the interview which might indicate an area of 
concern for this father. In discussin£ Gerald's sleeping 
habits, Mr . B. said, "·And he won'it go to sleep without the 
bottle." 
I. He still takes the bottle? 
s. He still takes the bottle, yes. 
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s. 
Do you mind that? 
No , I don't -- as long as he wants I mean --
one way I look at it, milk is good for him, and 
if he wants it out of the bottle instead of the 
glass , well, I'm not going to begrudge him. 
In making this statement, Mr . B. sat up straight and seemed 
very grave and in some ways defensive of his son having a 
bedtime bottle at the age of two years, nine months. After 
saying this, Mr. B. sat back and added at the interviewer's 
prompting that Gerald takes it out of a glass during the day, 
"and he drinks out of it real good." He continued saying 
that Gerald likes to drink out of a glatS·S and, "He has a 
good grip on it." From Mr. B.'s quick and somewhat defensive 
reaction to the question, "Does it worry you?" what might 
infer that he has some concern about his son's continued use 
of the bedtime bottle. After Mr . B. had described this 
piece of behavior, he took out his wallet and showed the 
interviewer a photograph of his son saying, "He is strong,~ 
and pointed out that his son is strong enough to move his 
father. 
I. He certainly looks strong from his photograph. 
S. Oh, he is and he can -- and he moves me without 
even my moving myself -- like I want to stay 
rigid -- he 1 d move me. He is strong. 
Mr . B. looked very proud as he complimented his son's mas-
culinity. 
During the early part of the interview, as Gerald's 
reaction to the baby was being discussed, Mr. B. showed the 
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interviewer another photograph of Gerald taken at six months. 
The interviewer used this as a lead to question seven which 
is, How does the father see the child in terms of looks and 
temperament. To the question, Who do you think he looks like, 
Mr. B. smiled and modestly said, ~I don't really know. I 
mean, he doesn't look like me -- he doesn't look like my wife." 
He then added with some feeling of pride, •~:A lot of people 
say he looks like me .~ He then hastily added, ~But I don't 
see it." This question was not pursued, but later on the 
interviewer said, "You don't think your boys look like either 
you or your wife?" Mr . B. again hesitated in expressing his 
own opinion but looked pleased as he commented that other 
people thought the boys looked like him. But here, too, he 
added, "Some people say he looks like Jane, my wife.~ With 
a little encouragement from the interviewer, he went on and 
said, "The only resemblance that I see with Gerald is that 
he's got brown hair and I have."· The interviewer changed the 
question by asking if there were any similarities between 
father and son. Mr. B. felt there were and demonstrated a 
mannerism of his, a holding of the head in a thoughtful, pen-
sive way. He said that Gerald has started to do this and 
feels he learned it from him. Mr. B. again demonstrated the 
mannerism and said, "He leans on his elbows and holds his 
chin-- just like he's thinking quite a bit," and then added 
with a smile, n:Irve got a picture of that."' The subject of 
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resemblance in looks and temperament was again dropped, but 
in the section of the interview in which Mr. B. showed the 
interviewer a more recent photograph of Gerald, he said, 
while looking at the picture, KHe likes to imitate me.K He 
then told of tapping his fingers in an effort to attract baby 
Stevets attention. Gerald will observe for a moment, then 
, join his father at the table and do the same thing. While 
this may seem like a relatively minor thing to the reader, 
the interviewer was very much impressed by it. It is diffi-
cult to convey the enormous pride with Mr. B. made this state-
ment. It seems that this father receives a great deal of 
satisfaction from his son's identification with him. 
How the father views the child, was answered through-
out the interview in many and varied ways by this father and 
therefore, it was no.t directly asked. The second part of 
this question, What are the father's hopes and expectations 
for his child 1 s future, was asked and handled by WII'. B. in a 
way which would imply that he sees this as being a serious 
and important consideration. In answer to the first part of 
this question, it seems that Mr. B. sees Gerald in a positive 
and favorable light. He says with conviction that Gerald is 
8 good, hets helpful. He is smart.tt Yet, he seems to make few, 
if any, demands on the boy over and above Gerald's ability. If 
the boy does something which is seen as an accomplishment, 
this is encouraged. Yet, one gets the feeling that this 
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father would not push the boy beyond what he was ready for. 
In reporting Gerald's accomplishments, Mr. B. said: 
S. And he's learned how to blow his nose now. 
He had some Kleenex on the edge of the table 
and he reached for and he blew his nose, took 
it and threw it in the waste paper basket. 
This was said in a manner which would indicate that Mr. B. 
saw this as advanced behavior which is good, but would not 
be overly disturbed if Gerald had not yet learned habits of 
cleanliness. In another place Mr. B. said that he thinks that 
Gerald is quite grown-up at times. Nrr. B. apparently sees 
Gerald as growing and learning and is aware of his develop-
ment. He told the interviewer that he takes many home movies, 
"'And he's in just every one of them."' Mr. B. then invited 
the writer to visit his home and see these movies which would 
suggest that he would be proud to show off his son. 
Mr. B.'s response to the question concerning the 
future indicates he would be pleased if his son were to adopt 
his interest in engineering, but he would like him to go far-
ther in this field than he did. The recorded material is a 
better description of the father's feeling that a summary 
would be. 
s. Well, I'll tell you -- you may not agree with 
this here, the way I think of it. I thought if 
they'd like to go to school, I mean, I'll decide 
(P-lan) something for them in that case anyhow. 
If theytd like to go to school, all well and good. 
But if they don't, I•m not goin~ to force them to. 
If they want to become something, it's up to 
them -- what we teach them now while they are 
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children will help an awful lot -- we realize 
that part, but I wontt force them to go out and 
be a doctor or an engineer or anything like that. 
But when he gets 1nto his teens, it would be nice 
for him to have a hobby or something like that 
where he can keep himself busy. And different 
things -- but I never said that I waht Gerald to 
be an engineer or want him to be a truck driver 
or anything like that. I think I am going to 
leave it up to him. 
I. Do you have any little preference yourself even 
though you would not force it on the boys? 
s. No , I don' .. t. I'll tell you why I don't. My 
father always wanted me to be an engineer. I 
wanted to be one myself, but I don~t know why 
it was -- I just changed my mind about it com-
pletely. 
Mr. B. delivered all of the above in a forceful free 
1 flowing manner with very little encouragement from the inter-
I. 
viewer except for an occasional ":Mmmm . " It is obvious that he 
is ambitious for his son and would be pleased if his son became 
what he himself was not able to be. It seems that his brief 
explanation of what his father wanted for him was pushed at 
him and therefore he rebelled by going into business. However, 
after discharge from the Army, he sold his business and studied 
to be a draftsman which is as close as he can get to what was 
his former ideal. This might possibly be a source of regret 
with Mr . B. and he appears to have resolved not to make a 
mistake of this kind with his son. 
Very early in the interview, the question of father's 
preference for sex of children was asked. This was a diffi-
cult question for Mr . B. to answer . He gave very short 
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responses and if he has a preference, he denied it. He said 
he didn't mind having either boys or girls. All he asked was 
that his children be ~healthytt. He further elaborated on 
this by saying, "I can't see any sense in having an unhealthy 
boy or unhealthy girl or anything like that. I like to see 
the children be happy and grow up right.» The question of 
preference for one son over the other was never raised as it 
was felt that this fa~her would have to deny it if there 
indeed was a preference. However, Mr. B. throughout the 
interview often compared his two sons. This was all in a 
positive manner and included such things as sleeping, eating, 
and playing habits. Mr. B. feels that Steve is still rather 
young to become involved in the activities of the father and 
his oldest son. However, it is clear that as Steve gets 
older he will be given more attention by the father. There is 
no way of assessing from the intervi~~naterial if there is a 
favorite child. 
The last question included in the schedule is directed 
toward gaining some information about how the father sees the 
child's relationships with other people in the environment 
and how the father feels about it. Mr. B., in speaking of 
the relatives, mentioned only his family. Nothing was said 
of his wifers parents or siblings. Mr. B. feels it is im-
portant for his children to see their cousins. His niece 
and nephew live in a town outside of Boston and he takes the 
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children out to visit with them. He also said, "If they are 
over at my mother's house, I always take Gerald down there." 
He feels that the children play well together and enjoy one 
another. He also says that Gerald is used to visiting with 
his relatives. Returning to the question of Gerald's care 
during his separation from the mother, it was asked if Gerald 
liked staying with his paternal grandmother during the day. 
Mr . B.'s response was, "I imagine so. I can't say he liked 
or disliked it because, well, he couldn't speak yet, but from 
his actions, ltd say he liked it. 11 Mr . .. B. was clear in let-
ting the worker know that verbalization wasn't the only way 
to understand a child, but that one could be aware of a child's 
feelings through his behavior. Mr. B. ~eemed convinced of 
what he was saying and seemed pleased that Gerald has a warm 
and confident relationship with the paternal relatives. 
Mr. B. was a co-operative subject and although he 
was not verbally articulate, he was able to convey to the 
interviewer his observations of Gerald with an understanding 
which was more intuitive than intellectual. 
CASE C. 
Mr . c., a twenty year old stock clerk, is the father 
of the oldest child in the study, Caren aged two years, eleven 
months. Carol and Cathy, twins, were born nine months ago. 
Father C. is a tall, good-looking blond youth, who 
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in physical appearance and manner of speech appears more a 
teenager than a married man with three children. Speaking to 
the interviewer seemed very difficult for him. He was vague 
and did not easily verbalize; most of his responses were in 
answer to direct questions and he an swe red in very few words. 
Also it was difficult for him to stay with the subject at 
hand, focusing a great deal on himself, his past and future. 
Much of the time he seemed confused and unknowing of what the 
worker expected; yet he did not appear at all anxious. Al-
though the interview was difficult for him, he was friendly 
and warm t oward the interviewer. 
On being asked if his wife had explained why the 
project was interested in talking with him, AIT . C. answered, 
11:Y ou just wanted to talk thin§s over with . me. 11' The inter-
viewer explained what she wanted to talk with him about, and 
Mr. c. quickly tried to fill her in on what had happened 
during his wifets hospitalization . Mr . c. answered two ques-
tions, How did the child react to separation and How was the 
reaction handled, but his answers were vague and unspecific. 
S. I think my oldest went to live with someone --
I u~ed to get home around--- see, at the time, 
my mother-in-law lived right across the street 
and my oldest daughter went to live with her, 
and I took my meals there and slept at my house. 
All this was said in a slow thoughtful manner, as if Mr. c. 
was trying hard to remember just what the situation had been 
nine months ago. 
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\~1en he was asked how Karen was during his wife's 
hospitalization, he responded by asking, ttHer actions?" --
which was a correct interpretation of what was asked for, but 
he was unable to say very much about it. 
$. I'd say normal -- she did ask for her mother once 
or twice, and I just said she was away and she'd 
be back in a few days. She didn't understand, but 
she just didn't pay any attention then. 
I. Did she do anything different than she ordinarily did? 
S. I don't think so. She probably cried a little bit 
with the sister-in-law when she was with them, just 
normal reactions. 
I. She stayed with them all the time your wife was 
away . 
S. Yes. 
I. How did she react when you came over? 
S. Well, . I didn't notice anything out of the ordinary. 
Mr. C. was not able to share anymore than this with the 
interviewer and in someways acted surprised that she felt there 
might have been a change in Karen's behavior during this time. 
Immediately following this, the question concerning 
reaction to the siblings was asked. Although Mr . C. felt 
this was positive, he apparently saw some behavior which struck 
him as being negative but was unprepared to recognize it. An 
excerpt f rom the interview clearly demonstrates this. 
I. How did Karen react to the new babies? 
S. Well, she didn't show any reaction other than 
babies -- we often, when a baby was coming, like 
if we saw it on television, we'd call her and 
show her so she understood -- a baby. 
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I. Um-hmm. 
s. And when they came home, of course, she saw them 
and was excited over them and she didn't realize 
that they were her sisters. She was only two, 
just two. And my wife had her helping her with 
things like run and get the powder or something 
like that. But she never took anything against 
them -- she -- anything, jealousy or anything. 
I. When they first came home, how did she act? 
S. Well , just like I said, she helped out a little 
bit, and probably normal, but she sometimes hugs 
them too tight -----. 
This last sentence was not completed. For this question , Mr. 
C. sat up straight and seemed to feel it was very necessary to 
assure the interviewer that his daughter was very good and 
showed nothing which should be interpreted by her to mean ubad 
behavior". 
After a rather leng.t}1y discussion about the method of 
caring for twins and the special problems which arise in this 
situation, the interviewer returned to the main topic of dis-
cussion by asking Mr. C. to describe Karen 's activities and 
the kinds of things he does with her. This question had to be 
explained to Mr . C. because he didn't seem to understand what 
was meant by it. First he said she likes dolls and enjoys 
helping her mother with housework. This activity is appar-
ently not encouraged as the following quotation reveals. 
S. She tries to help with the bed, but she is really 
more bother, so we got her out of the habit by just 
refusing. 
When asked if there was anything they did together, Mr . c. 
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acted : surprised that there might be mut ual activities they 
could engage in. He said, "Such as what?" The question was 
rephrased and he answered in the following way: 
s. Well, I used to play with her a lot and -- let 
her jump on my belly and things like that, you 
know. But she got too big then, so I slowly 
stopped it. At first she didn't want to, but 
she seemed to adjust all right, not pushing (to 
go on). Well, I can't recall anything else she 
likes. She likes to be with us a lot, although 
she sometimes plays very well by herself. 
Mr. c. did not again make any reference to Karents activities, 
but when further questioned, did give i nformation about what 
he had been able to do with her in the past. Again his descri-
ption of this was meager, but it appeared that he was a more 
active participant in acti vities with her as an infant. 
s. Like I said, with her I used to fool around with 
her, let her sit on the couch with me and play 
with her. She liked that. 
I. Did you do more playing with her then or do you 
do more novn 
s. Oh, I did more then. 
I. Is there anything, when youtre playing with Karen, 
that you enjoy doing more than anything else? 
S. Just making her laugh. 
I. How do you make her laugh? 
S. Shake her or pinch her belly or something. 
Karen, who is now almost three years old, do es not appear to 
have very much attention devoted to her by the father. One 
of the most impressive aspects of this father's reporting was 
that as Karen has made efforts to reach out, she has been 
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refused permission to do so. Her father seems unable to cope 
with her growing and says, ''she is really more bother, we 
break her of the habit.~ His reporting also seems to imply 
that he was much more comfortable in handling her during in-
fancy. Ttlis seems substantiated by his numerous refer.ences 
with the infant twins and the fact that he did the same kind 
of things with Karen when she was that age. 
From some of Mr. C.'s remarks, it would seem that Karen 
ia a rather isolated child; there is lack of stimulation in 
the horne, and she doesn't have the opportunity to receive it 
from outside sources. She is not taken out very much because 
of what he describes as the difficulty of taking the twins 
along. Twice he described Karen as standing by the window 
watching other children playing because she is not allowed 
to go out alone and the mother cannot take her out. 
When asked if there was anything that worried or con-
cerned him about the child at this time, he made no reply. 
s. No, nothing has worried me -- I don't know much 
about them. Theytre just average, and shets 
(Karen} coming along good. 
Mr. C. then spoke of the eventuality of childhood disease, but 
was not clear. However, this eventuality might be worrying 
him, but the nature of his concern could not be determined 
from his statement. All of this material was presented with 
vagueness and the inability to give details which was charac-
teristic of the entire interview. 
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To the question, who does the child look like, Mr. c. 
made two responses. The first, "I don't know." His second 
response was a statement to the effect that Karen's looks are 
a combination of both parents. ui guess she has my nose and 
my wife's eyes." At the interviewer's prompting Mr . C. fol-
lowed t~is by some remarks about the twins and brought out a 
photograph of them. He displayed this photograph with some 
enthusiasm and for the first time seemed interested in the 
interview. From this point, he made a number of remarks about 
the three children, particularly about their weight gain, 
height, and physical movements. 
the twins than he did of Karen. 
However, he spoke more of 
He spoke of the speed of the 
twins' crawling and how they play together . The subject of 
Karen's looks had been abandoned. 
It is rataer difficult to determine from the inter-
view material how Mr . C. sees Karen because his statements 
were so brief and vague. Neverthelessr he did present a few 
clues as to what his feelings might be. The interviewer asked 
if he thought Karen had changed much as she grew, and his 
response was curious but in some ways revealing. He said, 
"Not changed, she just seems to have grown older." He made 
no references to new accomplishments, changes in behavior, or 
appearance. She is just a little girl who is growing older. 
He then added that she has moved ••away from that infant stage 
to a child.~ The question was re-phrased, but again he said 
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he had not seen any changes . It may be that the phrasing of 
the questions were inadequate or that Mr . C. just was not able 
I' to express what he perhaps knew . He made two remarks which 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
II 
,, 
II 
II 
II 
included the three children and they may be an indication of 
his feelings . 
s. I ' ll say this -- it seemed after I got married , I 
seemed to get ahead and then Karen came along . I 
seemed to catch up on the bills and things and I 
seemed t o get ahead , and the twins came along , and 
the same old cycle. 
Later in discussing his feelings about the future , he made 
another statement which expressed the sa~e idea . He had been 
trying a new job and was having trouble with it when the twins 
arrived and he implied because of this, he did not succeed . 
It would seem that he harbors some disappointment about having 
had three children so quick l y in succession and feels that 
they have perhaps interfered with his establishing himself 
more securely . When asked about his hopes for the future, he 
did not focus on the future of the girls and what he hoped they 
might do, but rather involved himself in a long discussion of 
I his past failures and his hope that his future would be better. 
I 
II 
The question was asked again, and he was specifically asked 
what he hoped his girls would do in the future, but again he 
spoke of his own future employment. This time he made re-
ference to the fact that this concerned the entire family which 
is, of course, very true. This is perhaps understandable since 
Mr. C. is so young and his position is so unstable. It seems 
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appropriate that his thoughts about the future be directed 
toward stabilizing his life and through this his family's 
future as well. 
The question concerning the father's preference for 
one child or children of one sex was not asked of this father. 
It was felt that he would be confused by it and would probably 
be unable to handle it. The writer could not determine from 
Mr. C.'s statements if he indeed had any such preference. Yet, 
throughout the interview, he not only talked more about the 
twins, but he also seemed more ahimated and interested when 
the conversation was focused on them. This may or may not be 
a clue to his feelings about this topic, but the writer cannot, 
because of the lack of concrete statements, make a judgment 
which would answer this question . 
Although the father's feelings about other important 
figures in the child's environment and his understanding of 
the childts relationship to them was the last question on the 
formal schedule, it was answered very early in the interview. 
Both parents have a number of relatives who, until recently , 
had lived in the same neighborhood that the C. 1 s lived in. 
They have all moved out to surrounding towns and Mr. c. recog-
nizes that this has had some effect on Karen. While they were 
in the neighborhood, Karen had continued contact with them 
all, and from the father's statements, it is oqvious the girl 
enjoyed this and now misses them. He reports she gets excited 
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at the thought of going to uNanna 1 s houseu. He says she 
loves company, ueven the brothers-in-lawu. Mr. C. feels that 
Karen looks forward to seeing her little cousins and enjoys 
playing with them. Mr. C. seems aware that the moving of the 
relatives to an area where it is not possible to have con-
tinued and close contact has made quite a difference to Karen. 
Moreover , when speaking of these people, Mr. C. became more 
excited and his feelings about them in relation to Karen and 
\ the entire family seemed positive. The interviewer had the 
impression that their moving has made quite a difference to 
the C. family. 
CASE D. 
Father D., who works nights as a fish cutter, con-
sented to come in to be interviewed in the morning after a 
night's work, before going to his home which is some distance 
from Boston.. Mr. D. is twenty-six years old, and his two 
children, James and Janice, are two years, six months, and 
one year, six months old. James, the oldest, is the subject 
being used in the longitudinal child research. 
The first appoint~ent scheduled for Mr . D. was not 
kept because of an accident to his car,. but he agreed to come 
in at another time. Mr . D. entered very easily into the inter-
view situation, and his manner of relating to the interviewer 
was quite friendly. He sat back comfortably in his chair 
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and did not appear at all anxious or nervous. He answered 
questions willingly and volunteered information with very 
little encouragement from the interviewer. Throughout the 
interview, he gave one the impression that he was receiving 
some satisfaction in having an opportunity to discuss his 
children, and indeed, when the interview ended, he thanked 
th~ interviewer for ttthe chance to put in my two cents worth." 
This obviously referred to the mother-child study which has 
regularly scheduled interviews with the mother concerning the 
child. 
Although Mr. D. said he did not know what the purpose 
of the interview was, he was able to finish the explanation 
the interviewer started to give him before she finished. It 
was explained that we wanted to discuss the period of time 
which Mrs. D. spent in the hospital and how James .•.•• 
"Behaved"', finished Mr. D., showing that his understanding of 
the incomplete explanation was correct. However, although he 
understood it, his reporting was sparse. He made three re-
sponses, the first having to do with the boy's behavior over 
the past year. "I can't remember anything except he'' s been 
such a menace this past year." After this, Mr. D. said the 
boy behaved in a h6rmal way, and udidn't do anything out of 
the ordinary.u The last response to the question was that 
James cried when his mother left the home and whined once she, 
ttwas out of sight.tt Mr. D. said this in an almost disinterestec 
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fashion. The only response which carried any discernible 
affect was the first comment which had to do with the boy's 
being a menace, and this was said in a humerous, amused tone. 
The boy•s care during Mrs . D.'s hospitalization was the 
responsibility of the father's sister while Mr. D. was at 
work, with Mr. D. taking over the rest of the time. Mr. D.'s 
handling of the boy was not described very well as he perhaps 
felt there was little to handle. This father reports that 
his son was ttno trouble" during this time. Before saying 
this, Mr. D. did say that James' crying and whining persisted. 
When asked what he did about it, he said, n·r was talking with 
him, just to keep him quiet, but it didntt help very much." 
Mr . D. feels talking didn't help because James was not yet 
talking and therefore could not understand. The only state-
ment made about the father's actual behavior with the child 
was this: 
I. What kindsof things did you have to do ••• ? 
S. Oh, pick him up, tickle him a little, throw him 
up and down, and walk with him. 
This was said with a smile and the interv.iewer felt that the 
father had probably enjoyed doing this. 
James• reaction to the new sister brought home by the 
mother was .handled by the father in an equally cursory way. 
Mr. D. made no mention of his son's reaction to the mother's 
return, and directed only a brief remark to his son's behavior 
in relation to the baby. Of the two responses, the first 
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dealt with the boyts curiosity and the second with his lack 
of concern. 
S. Well, when she came home, we let him, we put the 
baby on the bed, we let him watch her. He sat on 
the bed with her, he just sat and stared. He tried 
to reach over and touch her. We tried to explain 
to him that it was a baby, you know, And that's 
about all he did. He used to watch her (Mrs. D.) 
when she washed the baby in the morning. 
Mr. D.'s last words on the subject were that James ftnever 
paid too much attention to her (Janice)"'. An explanation of 
Mr. D.'s lack of responses might be that he had forgotten 
what had happened eighteen months ago, but this seems unlikely 
since his reporting of James as a baby and his comparisons of 
the two children as infants seems to indicate that he remem-
hers many details of events farther back in time. It may be 
for some reason, unknown to the interviewer, Mr. D. simply 
was not able to share his observations of that time or what 
did occur might have had to be repressed by him. 
Immediately following this, a long discussion involving 
comparisons of the two children as babies and their eating 
and sleeping habits evolved. This, however~ will be fully 
discussed as part of the question dealing with the father's 
worries and concerns about his child. 
The amount of time spent with a child and the kinds of 
things done during this time is of particular interest in 
one's attempt to speculate about the father-child relationship 
The question in this case is particularly revealing. Mr. D. 
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quickly became involved in discussing his son ' s activities 
~ and the part he takes in them . He spoke with excitement and 
I 
I 
enthusiasm, especially when speaking of his two and a half 
year old son ' s athletic prowess . Mr . D. has a difficult work 
1 schedule ''vhich requires his sleeping during the day . However, 
II he explains that he sleeps only about ";four or five hours . " 
He reports with tenderness that before falling asleep, Jimmy 
will sit on the bed chatting, and as his father drops to 
sleep , he quietly leaves the room and cautions the others to 
~ be quite while Daddy sleeps. When Mr. D. is not sleeping, one 
II would feel from his reporting, much of hi s time is spent with 
~ James. This father first reported their watching television 
together, but as he warmed up to his subject, he described more 
and more outdoor activities. Mr. D. does a lot of home car-
pantry and with pride reported, "We're making something or 
~ cutting wood or something. He picks up the tools and tries to 
copy me. He's got a set of plastic tools. Whatever tool Itm 
using, he'll look for and try to do the same thing." With 
amazement, he reported his son's ability to drive a nail. "Like 
we made a small fence . . • a play yard and he used to sit there 
and hetd nail board right along side of me . He ' d get the hang 
of it and he'd bang without a rest . " Mr . D. reported that he 
II takes James to the store with him and then to the park to see 
II the ducks. During the summer, this father takes James to a 
stable not too far from their home and this seems to be one 
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of the activities enjoyed most by Jimmy. Mr. D. seemed to 
puff out his check as he spoke of his son's capable management 
of a pony . uThe first time I put him on,. he wouldn't let any-
body hold him. He'd sit down on the saddle and ride alone." 
The activity which Mr . D. reported with the greatest delight 
was Jimmy's talent for ball-playing, and at the same time, 
described Jimmy's activities at an earlier age. 
S . Well, like when he was smaller we used to go out 
in the back yard and I'd roll a ball to him and 
he'd try to pick it up. And he's try to throw it 
back once or twice, and then he'd lose interest 
in it and walk away. He'd go on and do something 
else. Mostly he'd want to dig. We got him shovels 
and he dropped that and wanted something else. 
That's the way he's always been up until last year 
.•• like ball ••• we've played ball so much that he 
can hit a ball out of his hand with a bat. He's 
been doing it for almost eight months now. He'll 
throw a football. He's got a good arm on him. I'm 
getting him set for the Little League. 
This father also described Jimmy's behavior with other 
peopleaand with his pet dog. All of the reporting concerned 
with activities was reported at a much faster, excited pace 
than any of the other material discussed by this father. He 
obviously feels Jimmy is growing and changing in abilities and 
finds much satisfaction in reporting it. It is clear that the 
masculine activity of this child, as described by the father, 
is a source of pleasure. However, there are two areas of 
apparent concern and worry about the boy's behavior which 
came out in the interview. Mr. D. spoke at length about 
Jimmy's habit of putting various non-edible objects into his 
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~ mouth. The fatherts statement reveals his understanding of 
this being a normal practice for an infant, but with its 
~ persistance, he recognizes it as beyond the range of normal 
I behavior. He expressed this with an air of puzzled bewilder-
ment and undoubtedly is somewhat angry with this behavior. 
I 
s.Well up until he was a year and a half, well, I 
thought it was just normal for a kid that age to 
put something in his mouth, but he did it with 
everything, . everything you didn't stand on. 
~ disturbing. Mr. D. did not say outright that this bothered 
or disturbed him, but his numerous references to this seems 
to indicate it is a real worry for him. This father has 
tried to stop this behivor, but it has not worked. 
s.r keep taking it away and then put it down where he 
could see it and wait and see if he'd pick it up again 
and take it away from him; tell him he's not supposed 
to touch it. 
This did not work as Mr. D. found james would "turn right 
I around and pick it up.u The father in some ways seems to be 
~ provoking and challenging his son with this method of handling 
• the problem. The kinds of things the boy puts in his mouth 
are toys and, on occasion, has taken medicine s. Mr . D. de-
scribed an incident which culminated in the boy's, "swallow-
j' ing a mouthful of Vicks." At mealtimes, Jimmy eats very 
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Another area of possible concern expressed by this 
father was the boy's behavior in play with other children, 
which the father described with some annoyance. When playing 
with other children, Mr. D. feels that James does fine, but 
says that as soon as either he or his wife appears on the 
scene, James will cry. 
S. He'll go out and play in the morning, but as soon as 
he spots my wife or myself, the least little thing they 
(the other children) do, he'll start crying. But if 
he doesn't see either one of us, he'll stay out and 
play. 
The father appeared bothered by this and seemed to see it as 
babyish behavior. 
When directly asked if anything worried him about the 
children, he did not speak of these things, but spoke rather 
of external things not connected with behavior. Mr . D. is 
concerned about the children standing in drafts and catching 
colds. However, as he spoke, it was easily seen that he felt 
this was not an insurmountable difficulty; rather one had the 
impression that James' poor eating habits, persistence in 
putting all manner of objects in his mouth , his whining and 
crying at the sight of his parents when he is playing with 
other children, are the things of real concern for his father. 
Mr . D. had very little to say about James in relation 
to looks and temperament. He feels that as an infant, James 
resembled his mother, but now he looks like his father and 
other members of his family. Mr . D. did not elaborate on 
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this point, but seemed comfortable in saying that the boy 
resembles him in looks. This father has felt that James is 
small for his age in body, but appeared pleased in being able 
to say that others have told him James is getting big. One 
response was made in reference to temperament. This was that 
I James had a temper, but no longer displays it. There was no 
particular affect accompanying this statement. It was deli-
vered in a simple, matter of fact way. 
Mr . D. seems to have two different views of his son. 
Part of the boy is seen as masculine and well- behaved . The 
other side is that of a fussy, crying, dependent child which 
in some ways this father finds difficult to accept; yet in 
some ways encourages. The good side described by the father 
is the little boy working along side of him banging nails and 
the strong two and a half year old he is training for the 
Little League. This is the child he enjoys taking to the park 
and stable. But the whining and picking at food are the parts 
of the boyts behavior which seem particularly difficult for 
the father. There is another habit which the boy has which 
does not seem as disturbing or unmanly to the father. James 
is a poor sleeper and regularly wakens in the evening before 
Mr . D. goes to work. Mr . D. reports no annoyance with this, 
but rather seems to get some satisfaction from holding the 
boy and helping him back to sleep. This seems to be an expres 
sian of this father's tenderness for the baby in his son, and 
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it is acceptable to him. The amount of activity the b6y eti-
gages in is so pleasing to the father that his statement that 
the boy is "a little devil" and "over active" appears to be 
praise of the boy rather than criticism. 
Mr . D. gave the interviewer the impression that James' 
future has been given serious consideration and that he has 
already made plans for the years ahead. Mr. D. expressed his 
thinking about the future as educ2tional planning. He feels 
there are many things he would like James to become, but when 
asked to be specific, he made no statement as to career pre-
ference. He said he thought he would like his children to go 
to college. He did not,and he fe els it is important for the 
children. Mr. D. further states that whatever they do, he 
I feels it is best that the choice is made by them. Although 
I neither child is near school age, he has·already registered 
II 
11 them in a parochial school, "because of the crowded school 
conditions." He wanted to make certain when they were old 
enough there would be a place for them. Mr. D. told the 
interviewer that he had been thinking of selling his home 
eventually, but feels they must be permanently settled by the 
time the children start school because it is not in the best 
interests of the children to have them switching schools once 
they have started. In discussing the future, Mr. D. spoke 
wi th seriousness and determination . He spoke of sending the 
children to college with a tone of longing for an opporunity 
he himself had missed. 
' 
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Mr. D. made no direct statement concerning any pos-
/I sible preference for one child, but the material clearly 
II 
shows that most of his time is spent in activity with James 
and in speaking of activity, Janice was noticeably excluded. 
The activity which included Janice were the trips to the 
park, and Mrs. D. is usually along . Mr. D. said he had 
wanted one child of each sex and then, ur don~t care what 
she had as long as they were healthy. Now that we got a boy l 
and a girl, I'm satisfied." In reading the interview, one 
would wonder how true this is. Often when speaking of 
topics which might possibly include both children, he would 
start by saying the "kidsu and conclude by saying , "he" li 
meaning James . Although it is only an impression developed ' 
from these few statements and the general feeling tone of II 
the interview, it would appear that James may be the favored 
child . 
The last item on the schedule is concerned with the 
father's views about other important people in the child's 
environment, meaning the paternal and maternal relatives . 
Several times, at different points in the interview, the 
subject of relatives was discussed . During James ' first 
year, the D.'~ lived in close proximity to their families . 
When asked how James took the change , Mr. said it did "a lot ~ 
for him . u Part of the explanation of James was helped by 
this move is as follows: 
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s. And we lived close to a l l ou r relatives •• my 
family and here, they ' d be down a l most every 
day playing with him (James) and he is spoiled . 
I 'll say that much for him. Like now sometimes 
my brother comes down ••• He'll teach him dif -
ferent things ••• nothing wrong with it , but I 
try t o break him (James) of the habit . 
Mr . D. fur t her stated t hat , " I think we saw too much of 
them when we l i ved i n B. " and spoke wi t h what seemed to be 
re lief at being away from the two fami lies . Yet, when 
asked how often they visited, now he seemed somewhat res ent-
ful at the small amount of visit ing t ha t has occurred sinc e 
the fami ly moved out of the city . Later in t he i nterview, 
t he writer commented that both husband and wife had large 
f ami lies and the response to this was , "I can ' t count them . 
It would take all day . " This was said in a r esentf ul tone , 
but why this should be so is not clear to t he interviewer . 
However , Mr . D. appears to have ambivalent feeling about 
variou s members of the family and clearly stated that the 
chi ldren we re better off seeing l ess of them than had b e en 
previously so . 
Mr . D. was a co- operative interviewer, who willingly 
and easily spoke about his son . He gave the writer the 
impres s ion that there was much more he would liked to have 
said and if given the opportunity , he would make hims elf 
available for further contact with the Child Development 
Research Staff . 
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CASE E. 
Mr. E., a twenty-six year old assistant theatre 
manager, is the father of Mary, age two years, five months, 
the child in the longitudinal study. There is another 
child in the E. family, Stanley, age fifteen months, born 
when Mary was one year, two months. At the time of this 
interview, another child was expected in a matter of weeks. 
At the beginning of the interview, Mr. E. stated 
that he had expected to talk to another person (one whom 
he had met before). However, he very quickly accepted the 
fact that he was to talk to this interviewer, and immediately 
I 
took control of the interview, saying that he knew they 
wanted to talk to him about his children and launched right 
into a discussion of recent events at home. He talked on 
at great length, many times disregarding the questions posed 
by the interviewer, or when answering questions, quickly 
wandering off the topic to what was of interest to him at 
the moment. At the end of the interview, he informed the 
interviewer that he had prepared in his mind just what he 
wanted to say and knew that no s pecific questions would be 
asked of him; he knew that he could talk about what he 
wished, since he had had a similar intervie\~J with a member 
of the research team before the first child was born. 
At the end of the interview, Mr. E. also stated that 
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he enjoyed talking to the interviewer, because he wahts to 
understand himself. Indeed, ne had structured and con-
trolled the interview so that he talked more about himself 
and his own reactions than he .did about his children. Mr. 
E. seems to be a very disturbed person, totally involved 
with his own personality problems, particularly his feelings ! 
of hostility and aggression. 
Mr. E. seemed very tense and anxious throughout the 
hour, at first because,of some discomfort in talking to 
someone he did not know, but later because of the nature of 
the mater ial he was discussing. Because of the manner in 
interview with Mr . E., with the entre of talking to him 
about how the t wo children reacted when the mother was out 
of the home giving birth to the third child, which by that 
time had been delivered. However, the mother did not seem 
willing to have Mr. C. come in for an interview at this 
time and the matter was dropped. The data to be presented 
here is taken only from information available in the inter-
view. 
When the interviewer asked Mr. E. how the child 
reacted to the mother being out of the home at the time of 
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the birth of the second child, he completely disregarded I 
this and went on to elaborate on a current behavioral problem 
of Mary. Later in the interview, the interviewer again asked 
this question, and received an immediate answer from the 
father. Mary spent this period of time at the home of her 
maternal grandmother. Mr. E. almost completely detached 
himself from his daughter, spending only two hours a day with 
her. He seemed to be very much unaware of any of Mary's 
reactions to the absence of her mother, only being able to 
say, in a very negative tone, "The first day was bad -- the 
first day she kept asking wherets Mummy, where's Mummy." 
. I He seems to have taken no part in handling the child's feel-
ings, reporting that "they" told the child that her mother I 
was in the hospital having a baby brother. The two hours a I 
day which the father spent with Mary while the mother was 1, 
away were apparently considered by him to be a duty. He 
would talk to the child and "take her over a little bit 
and maybe give them (his in-laws) a chance to get their own 1 
breakfast." He would also play with her, letting her 11 jump 11 
all over me -- my chest or something like that because it 
didn't hurt me" or pl aying "horsey" with her. "I'd just 
try to wear her out, so she wouldn't be too much of a pest, 
and that would be enough for the day." As he spoke of 
these few activities he had with his daughter, his tone was 
sarcastic and bitter, making it obvious that he did not 
ll 
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enjoy these activities. 
Although Mr. E. seemed to have detached himself from 1 
his daughter while his wife was in tne hospital, and although 
the short time a day he spent with his daughter seemed dis-
tasteful to him, he went on at some length about the fact 
that he wanted to take a week off from work so that he could 1 
take care of the two children when his \Nife goes to the 
hospital this next time. He seems very bitter that no one 
agreed to this plan, giving his wife 's explanation for the 
refusal, which he both accepts and rejects. 
S. But everybody, of course, no, no, no, no, no, 
no. So, I must have gotten about eighteen no's 
and one yes, I wanted to do it. In other words , 
they can't see that I wanted to do it. And of 
course, my wife is afraid -- I don 't blame them. 
She's afraid that some morning I won't be in the 
right mood, and they might get on my nerves or 
something like that, but -- A man slaps much 
hard er than a woman. He sort of means it -- and 
you can very well -- you can turn a child 's affec-
tion from you, which is you know , that she loves 
her Daddy or something like that. She could very 
easily turn around and reject you, and of course, 
my wife is reading all these pieces in the paper 
about how the man ·who stepped all over the daugh-
ter, who beat her incessantly at night and, you 
know, whipped her and bruised her up because he 
didn't want her. But I'm afraid that isn't the 
case with me. But my wife is that way. She knows 
I can take care of myself, but she knows the child-
ren can't look after their own wants -- so I think 
it's a great thing that they want to take care of 
them down the house, I mean, it's a great respon-
sibility. 
Whenever any reference was made to the question of 
how much time the father spends with the child and what 
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kind of activities they engage in, Mr . E. immediately 
talked about his activities with his son with some obvious 
pleasure and then contrasted tfuis with what seemed to be 
annoying details to him in Mary 's behavior, changing ex-
pression to a disgusted tone or a hostile amused one. The 
father feels that the son makes no demand s of him. "You 
don ' t have to take a personal care of him, he takes care of 
himself.a He finds it necessary to offer only a small part 1 
of himself to his son and can keep himself somewhat detached ' 
from him. The son will play with the father's ring and be ,, 
content for ten or fifteen minutes with it. Also the father 
will dangle a key chain in front of the boy and he plays I' 
with that. The father seems to find this rather remote and 
undemanding relationship less threatening than the relation-
ship with the daughter, who has "got to be right there with 1 
you, you know, she's got to be up on your lap or hanging 
onto your armrr. He described her as an active child who 
runs around after him and is "always ~nder footw. He sees 
her as being very demanding of him, but he is unable to give 
very much of himself to her. 
In talking about the activities that he engaged in 
with Mary , Mr. E. gave the picture of a man who derives no 
satisfactions or enjoyment from play with his daughter. He 
seems to think of this play in terms of "wearing her out so 
that she won't be too much of a pest" or as a protection 
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for his wife: ni try to get her to play horsey with me 
j u st so my wife can get ten or fifteen minutes re s t where 
she won ' t have to be chasing after her"; "I ' m afraid s ome 
day my wife 's going to turn head over heels (tripping over 
the child) -- and I'm only there on Wednesday afternoons 
and Fridays trying to avoid anything . " 
The only kind of direct activities with Mary which 
Mr . E. described , is physically active play, which seems to 
have a strong element of hostile aggression in it on the 
part of the father . When describing these activities , he 
commented: 
S . And Mary , you can ' t throw her , I mean , you can 
lift her up over your head , but you just can ' t 
throw her . If you throw her up in the air , she 
s t arts to scream and cry and she comes down and 
she holds on like that . 
And another time: 
S . My wife wondered how I hold her up with one foot , 
but I just hold her up like that and she balances 
herself . She has a tendency to fall , you know , 
when she gets sick of it . 
Throughout the entire interview, Mr . E. was constant-
ly expressing his worries and concerns abou t his daughter . 
The father seemed to be reporting with a great deal of 
laughter and seemed to be unaware that his reporting had 
suc h a definitely negative t one . I t seems that everything 
the child does is a worry and concern for this father , 
but there are several things whi ch seemed particularly 
disturbing to him . One of these is the child ' s 
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habit of ripping off and eating wallpaper . He seemed to be 
more disturbed about the destructive elements of tfuis habit 
than of the fact that she actually eats the wallpaper. 
S. That's one thing that's wrong with her now--
the thing is trying to ger her to stop eating 
the wallpaper and ripping it off. The only 
thing we can do is put tin foil up in back so 
she can't get at it (the wallpaper). And she 
has a corner of the room where she lies do\m 
with her dolly pretending to sleep, meantime 
sneaking wallpaper in her mouth trying to eat 
it. She's very sneaky. 
Mr . E. also seemed de·eply concerned and annoyed with 
another of Maryts behavioral traits, that of identifying 
with him. The father explained that he had a habit of 
staring off into space or becoming so completely absorbed 
in reading, that he would not hear what his wife happened to I 
be saying to him. "Now Maryts developed that habit. She'll r 
sit and stare. You say do this, and she won't even ~ear you. 
You say Mary , Mary -- then you have to shake her like that 
or snap your finger to get her out of it." He also seemed 
to be angry with his wife for not worrying about this as he 
does. ~she'll say what are you worrying about that for, you ~ 
do the same thing. And I try to defend myself -- oh well , 
with me it's different. And she'' ll say no, it isntt. 11 
Another area of concern for Mr . E. is the fact that 
Mary picks up manners of speech from her cousin Johnnie, 
particularly that of talking in a fresh manner and calling 
her father by his first name. ";So up the house, I heard 
-,------ -- -
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her call me Al -- I said call me Dad. It gets sickening 
after a while, you know, hearing her call me Al." When 
Mary started saying "·shut-up" or ''get out of here", or ''go 
homeu, the father seems to have become very angry, feeling 
that he "did not want her to talk like that in front of 
people". He would "slap her on the bumpu anytime she did 
say anything like that, and the father noticed now that the 
child talks like that only when she is disappointed, for 
example when the parents have not given her something she 
wanted. 
The area which seemed to be most disturbing to the 
father is that of the child's sexual curiosity. He was 
very obviously upset, somewhat agitated, and noticeably 
bitter and angry as he spoke of this. 
S. Every time Mary wants something, she has to come 
in and spell it off for you, and you have to take 
her, like \Nhen she wants to go to the toilet down 
my mother•in-lawts house, she comes in and grabs 
you by the hand. She won't go in by herself --
but at our place, no matter who's in there, she'll 
just walk in and out, ~I've got to go to the bath-
room, get out of here Daddy." You have to wait 
get outside. And when she goes out, I have to 
lock the door. I don't mind her so much going 
to the toilet while my wife is in there, but 
therets J 0 ey and me. And it's not good for her, 
not that she doesn 't know what it's all about, 
but it's just embarrassing on my part. And then 
when she's in company or something, she may come 
over and ask me questions, you know, which wouldntt 
do her any good to answer them anyway. And uh, so, 
she's discovered my wife, and I don't want her to 
discover me -- and of course, J 0 ey, naturally. My 
wife changes him in the bed, and she comes over 
and she puts her fingers all over his body. 
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Mr. E. thinks that the children, being tall, take 
after his family. 'tAnd my uncle was six-four, so maybe it 
comes from my side of the family."' The interviewer felt 
that it was striking that he should have to mention his 
uncles when Mr. E. himself is tall. Even when the inter-
viewer commented that Mr. E. was tall, too, he disregarded 
this fact in connection with his children, stating that 
yes, he is about six feet tall and that he towered over his 
father. The father volunteered that the children seem to 
take after him in temperament, both of them having strong 
tempers. He also used this opportunity to express some 
anger toward his wife for being so passive: 
S. .And they all take it off me, I imagine, because 
my wife hasn't any temper. She's as patient as 
anything with anybody. And uh, of course, she's 
so patient that she gets me to the point of 
wrting to blow my stack. 11· 
As for the question of how the father views the 
child, Mr. E. sees Mary as a child who is very active and 
always ~under foot"; one who invates his privacy and is 
constantly following him around. He seems to think of her 
as "a big tall thing" that one is ashamed of. 
S. But, he uh -- the doctor told us that shets going 
to be tall and he's going to be tall, which of 
course, will make a man feel proud becau~e a 
woman doesn't feel proud because her daughter's 
going to be a big tall thing around six feet, 
but a man feels good because his son will be six 
feet or better. 
He sees her as a menace, both to his wife and to himself, 
II 
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and as· a controlling child. He talks of the immediate 
future in terms of her ntaking overu. 
S. I think whatts going to happen is Mary is going 
to take over when my wife goes to the hospital --
in other words, if you give her a lollipop, 
you'll have to give one to Joey. If you change 
her, you'll have to change J 0 ey. .And it will be 
sickening because every time you do something 
for her, she'll turn around and start giving a 
fit if she don't do it for him. 
He s hows no awareness at all that this behavior of Mary 's 
might be an effort of her s to defend against her jealousy 
of the brother and please the parents; he only sees it as 
another "sickening" thing she does. 
The father also sees Mary 's near future in terms of 
her becoming a "Tomboy11 if the third child is a boy, "be-
cause she's going to have to be tough to get along with all 
the boys. 11 
There is no doubt that the favorite child for Mr. E. 
at this time is Joey. He talks of him as a big baby, one 
to be proud of, a child who "takes care of himself 11. in 
contrast to Mary who is always 11hanging on 11 • In general, 
Mr . E. speaks mor e positively of his son and their activi-
ties together. One would wonder what would happen to this 
father-son relationship when the child grows older and per-
II 
haps because of his increasing activity and desire for 
knowledge of things around him, would become more demanding ~ 
of the father. 
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It also seems that Mr . E. would like the next baby 
to be a boy , although he cannot say this directly . He 
stated, "If it's a boy, fine, if it's a girl, fine", but 
when he talked of when Joey was born, he seemed to be very 
relieved that he had a boy. "All of a sudden I looked 
around, and I had a boy -- not a girl, that's good ." Mr . 
E.'s ~bf the opinion that this one will be another boy be-
cause of the strong heart beat". 
At no time during the interview did Mr. E. mention 
his family and whether they visited them; howevEr, he did 
talk about his wife 's family and the fact that she and the 
children visit her mother often. The father did not say 
anything about the feelings that Mary might have about her 
grandparents and cousins, but he did give a very full de-
scription of his very negative feelings toward them. Mr . 
E. seems to resent his mother-in-lawts authority and the 
fact that "I never have anything to say on that score any-
way ." He resents the fact that his wife will listen to her 
mother on matters pertaining to children, but won 't believe 
him if he tells her anything. He then went on in a bitter 
and sarcastic tone to tell of his mother-in-law 's qualifi-
cations of having raised fourteen children of her own, and 
cared for all the children of her daughters, ~and she can 
look at a child practically and almost like a doctor does 
diagnose what 's wrong ." 
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In describing his views of the situation at the 
mother-in-law's house, Mr. E. gave a full picture of his 
£eelings of confusion, inadequacy, and anger which he has 
toward the people in that house. 
S. I dontt usually go down ther e -- I mentally can't 
stand it down there anyway -- It has nothing to 
do with the people, it's just the idea that the 
house is uh -- they have one room, and they have 
nine people sitting in that one room and about 
thirteen kids, all running back and f orth, and 
the television is going at great speed, and then 
the phone is ringing and people are carrying on 
nineteen conversation s , and I just, when I talk 
to somebody, I just like to talk to them period. 
I don't want to talk to nine or ten other people. 
And when I watch television, I just like to watch 
that and nothing else. And my father-in-law, he 
won't admit it, but he's going deaf, and he has 
that television way up, and it's just-- it's 
that one speaker, side speaker, and it sounds --
if you sit over here, you can't hear it as good 
as if you sit over here, and then of course, the 
mother-in-law's out at the phone talking to this 
one and that one, and the girls they're talking 
and you're trying to hear the television, you 
know. And they always manage to have a program 
on that you don't want to watch, like Road of 
Life or some thing like that, or some quiz show 
and I want to watch M-Squad or something like 
that. 
Mr. E. seems to see his wife's family in the same way that 
he sees his daughter, Mary, as an overwhelming force over 
which he has no control. 
Mr. E. became very much involved in the interview, 
talking at great length, particularly about events or hap-
penings that were disturbing to him. His reporting about 
his daughter, instead of being the major focus of the 
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interview, seemed to be only a further discussion of things 
that were bothering him. 
CASE F. 
Mr . F., a thirty-three year old automobile mechanic, 
is the father of Michael, age two years, nine months , one 
of the older children in the mother-child study. Ruby, the 
second child in the F. Family, was born three weeks ago. 
Mr. F. is a man of medium height and muscular build, 
and a man of outgoing nature, who seemed to find it easy to 
talk to the interviewer in his loud and rather gruff manner, 
smiling and laughing readily. In spite of his ease in 
talking, he was noticeably anxious during the early part of 
the interview, especially during any pauses in the conversa-
tion. He said several times, "Well, just ask me some ques-
tions, I'll tell you anything you want to know." He also 
seemed to be feeling self-conscious and inadequate regarding 
his lack of education, making many references to it in 
talking about his son's future and his own difficulty in 
"presenting himselfa to people . Mr. F. also seemed con-
cerned about his plans to move to California, a fact which 
sometimes kept him from focusing on the subject at hand, 
and also in some instances, colored his answers to questions ~ 
For Mr . F. the question concerning the child's re-
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actions t 9_ the mother being _out of the hom~ at the time of~=9~~====~~ 
the second delivery, was one dealing with very recent events 
-- so recent that he talked of this in the present tense. 
Mr . F. was approached by a member of the research team with 
the suggestion of coming in to talk about the child's reac-
tions to the mother being out of the home when the second 
child was born, and so he had the opportunity of knowing 
ahead of time what to look for in his son's behavior and 
what to report to the interviewer. In discussing this first l 
question , Mr . F. showed some awaren ess of his child's reac-
tions and a deep concern for him. 
S. Well, you see, my mother lives in the same 
building we do, and during the day, she will 
take care of the kid, so his mind was mostly 
always occupied. So I don't think he did miss 
his mother at all, except at night, when I, when 
I came home at night from work . I would pick 
the child up and we 'd watch television for a 
while and then he's sleep with me. And in the 
morning when he waked up, my mother would get 
him up from bed, see, and when I'd pick him up 
at night, he thought his mother was home and 
he'd be looking all over the room. But he seems 
to -- he acts well -- and -- But he•s keeping 
occupied -- he loves television. And I t:ve got 
a lot of brothers and they always keep playing 
with him, and he's always occupied. But if he 
gets up sometimes in the night, he yells for 
his mother -- he seems to mis s her, but he 
doesn't seem to mind too much. But he'll --
I watched him to see what you're looking for, 
and I'm trying to do my best. She called me 
while my wife was in the hospital, the second 
day, I think , I met Miss M., is that her name? 
I. Yes, it is. 
And she told me about this -- so I tried a little 
bit of everything meanwhile, you know, to see just 
how he would react to the new baby coming. 
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The int~rviewer later came back to the question of the 
childts reactions and the father's handling of them, and the 
father was able to give some additional information. 
S. Yeh, I work during the day. Then at night, I 
used to go right from work over to the hospital 
to see my wife because the visiting hours were 
from seven to eight. And then when I went home 
at eight, I was home for the night, and I would 
take over because my mother is kind of old, and 
you know, and she can't give him the attention. 
He'd be black from the head down. I'd clean him 
up. But he would be well fed, he would eat good. 
He'd always eat good, and then I'd take him up 
and give him a bath, and he likes a bottle at 
night when he's w~tching television. Then he'd 
fall asleep and hetd sleep all night without get-
ting up. And in the morning, he'd still be sleep-
ing, see, and I'd leave and my mother would go up 
and sit there until he gets up -- he'd get up at 
nine or ten, it depends on when he fell asleep. 
Then she would take him down and hetd stay down 
there all day. 
lv1r. F. noticed that the child kept calling his mother the 
first few days and wanted to know where she was. The father ll 
handled this by telling the child that the mother was in the 
hospital buying a ba~y, which he really felt took care of 
the situation. The father does not report in much detail 
about Michaelts reactions to the new baby, but he does seem 
to be aware that Michael needs attention at this time and 
would feel jealous if put aside. However, he is not able to 
see any behavior on the part of Michael as jealousy, denying 1 
that this feeling exists now, although he almost did mention 
his wife's fear that the child would harm the baby. 
II 
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s. Well, to him, it's like a toy, you know what I 
mean. He keeps looking at it, she would be in 
the bassinette, and every once in a while, he'd 
loo~ at it. And -- although my wife did say,, 
we td better keep the kid away from him because 
sometimes he might -- But when we're watching 
television, hetd go out and take a look at her 
and he'd want to get close to it to kiss her, 
you know. He seems to like her, although if 
you give him a chance, if you put him aside and 
pay attention to the baby, he might get jealous. 
When the interviewer first asked the father how 
much time he spends with the child, Mx. F. diverted from 
this topic and began talking about the long hours he works 
and about his disatisfactions with his job. When brought 
back to the subject at hand, the father talked about the 
I 
The father and ll time he spends with Michael in the evenings. 
son seem to spend the evening together watching television, 
while the mother is taking a nap . At about ten or eleven 
o'clock, the father puts the child to bed . Later, un being , 
asked, the father talked with pride and amusement about the 
activities in which he and Michael participate. 
I. And what sorts of things do you like to do with 
him most? 
s. Oh, whatever he -- he likes to fight now, you 
know, he likes to fight. He likes to wrestle 
with you -- he'll jump on your back. Hetll 
play ball with you. He wants you to sit dovm 
in the kitchen, you throw the ball at him and 
he'll throw the ball back. And he likes to be 
chased, you know. Oh, he likes to run around . 
I. He sounds like a pretty active little boy. 
s. Oh yeh. He likes to run . He'll stand up on the 
couch-- he'll stand up against the wall right 
on top of you , then he'll crumble up. Then 
he 1 ll lay flat, but he's right up there against 
the wall holding himself. If he falls, he'll 
get hurt, you know. Hets a real boy -- real 
boy . He likes books, pictures in books, and the 
newspaper. He looks at the funny parts. 
Another frequent activity for the father and son seems to 
be going out on drives together. 
I. Do you take him out a lot? 
S. Well, where am I going to take him in this weather, 
the weather's been bad, it's been bad. I usually 
go to early Mass , and then take him for a ride 
down Memorial Drive and we stop at Howard Jbbn son 's 1 
there and have coffee and doughnuts . I just give 
him a few sips out of it with a spoon, and the 
doughnut, he eats half of it. But just the idea 
of going for coffee a!d c1oughnuts. And when I got 
my vacation last year, I took him -- I used to 
walk him down the Charles River , and just let him 
run by himself, and he loved it. 
The father seems to be the more permissive and flexible 
force in the family for his son. He states, without any 
visible signs of anger, that the mother keeps the boy in 
the kitchen all day because she doesntt want the furniture 
"all beat up~, and the child doesn't scratch anything "or 
else my wife will hit him". His attempts to justify his 
wife's attitude and his furth€r d iscussion of and interest 
in the child having unrestricted activity, would lead one 
to believe that the father feels some anger or resentment 
toward the wife because of her restrictions on the child. 
From the few remarks made by Mr . F. about his wife, 
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1 namely, that she restricts the child to one room, that she 
becomes angry if he scratches or wets the furniture, that 
she "keeps the house spotlesstt, and that she always has 
meals on the table on time, it appears that she is somewhat 
of an .0bsessive, compulsive persoh. Mr. F. seems more per-
missive and flexible in many ways. In the evening, when Mr. 
F. is home, Michael is allowed to go into the living room. 
II 
The father permits the son to stand up on the 
to accept this readily. He also remarks that 
couch and seems 
many times the 
child wets the couch while lying on it and begs the father, 
"don't tell Mummy"'. The fa ther complies with tfuis request, 
turning the sofa cushion over on the opposite side to hide 
the childls misdemeanor. The fact that Michael asks the 
father to accept this behavior and not report it to the 
mother, indicates that the child sees the father as a more 
permissive and accepting figure. In the time spent with 
the child, &rr. F. permits a great deal of active behavior 
and makes an effort to take him to a place where he can 
have unrestricted activity. 
Mr. F. seems to be quite an anxious father. When he 
was asked if there was anything about the child which wor-
' ries or concerns him, his immediate reply was "'no"'. How-
ever, he then went on to talk of a number of things which 
deeply concerned him. "The only thing is I worry about 
them getting sick."' He told the interviewer, for the 
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second time, about an emergency operation Michael had 
eight months ago. He reported this in a very serious man-
ner and told of how concerned he was at the time. '"And he 
really suffered -- it was a pity to see him like that.u 
He sums up his feelings in seeing his son so sick by saying, 
with a great deal of emotion, "'Oh, Murder!'t In addition, 
throughout the interview, Mr. F. continually refers to his 
son falling, or getting hurt, as he talks about his activi-
ties. 
Mr. F. is also "very worried about fires" in his 
neighborhood. He lives in a fourth floor apartment of a 
wooden frame house in a densely populated area and says 
"at least if you 1 re on the first floor there is a chance of 
getting out of the window, but not on the fourth floor." ~ 
He seems to have thought out very carefully the different 1 
methods of escape possible. He says, "If anything happens 
when you're awake, you have a chance, but not if you're 
asleep. And if I'm home, I would not get panicky like a 
woman would." Although he talks about his fears of fire 
in connection with the neighborhood in which he lives, his 
fear seems to be more general than that, as he speaks of 
having an elaborate fire alarm system put in the house he 
intends to buy when he moves to California. 
Another area of concern for Mr. F. is the lack of 
opportunity for the child to be outside and to be able to 
7.1 
be active. He anxiously talks of the ~fresh air" as being 
so desirable and necessary for the child. 
s. I told my wife , if the kid should go out, and we 
notice it by taking him out -- get the air -- get 
the fresh air -- let him run around. He'll eat 
more. In the summer when Itd take him to picnics, 
he'd eat anything. Take him down to Revere Beach, 
he'll eat hot dogs, hamburgs, anything you want 
to give him . The air-- he's nice and hungry. 
The father also seems concerned that Michael is 
11 spoiled 11 and that "he's got that fear" of doctors and has-
pitals, both of which traits the father is "trying to get him 
out of"'• When speaking of his fear of doctors and hospitals, 
Mr . F. states:. 
s. If he doesn't (get out of the fear) he'll be 
afraid to go any place -- any hospital, he'll just be afraid to go. Oh, he hates -- and 
wherever there are crowds, he thinks itts a 
hospital. Like we took him to see Santa Claus 
Christmas in the department store -- and when 
he say the people, he started yelling. No , 
Mummy , I don't want to go to the doctor's --
where there's ~eople, there's a doctor, you know 
-- (he thought) we were going to take him to a 
doctor . 
The question concerning the father'·s feeling as to 
whom the child resembles, was asked whi le M.r . F. was proudly ' 
showing the interviewer a picture of Michael . The father 
thinks that the child r e sembles him, but almost can't be-
lieve his good fortune in having a son like this. 
S. Well, I'd say he looks more on my side -- my side 
of the family -- we're all uh -- I don't know --
I'd say my side of the family -- but uh my wife 
has jet black hair, and I have jet black hair, and 
he's got blond hair. And he's very light complected, 
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I mean he dontt look like he belongs to us, you 
know. But he has a lot of resemblance to me. 
vVhen asked who the father thought the child resembles in 
temperament, . he immediately replied: 
s. He's spoiled -- if he wants something -- I'm 
trying to get him out of the habit. I don't 
know, if he wants something , you've got to give 
it to him -- not that he really wants it, but 
we do (give it to him). If he wants a toy, he 
names it and I get it for him. Well, I mean, 
if he grows up that way, every time he wants 
something, you've got to get it for him, I'll 
be in the poor house. I mean, I like to get 
him everything that he needs, but if you bring 
him up that way, if you keep giving him every-
thing he wants, we'll be -- we can't afford it. 
Mr. F. seemed to be amused as he told this to the inter-
1 viewer, but under the levity, one senses a feeling of 
anxiety and despiration of this father who is not able to 
handle the demands of his child. 
The question of the father's expectations and hopes 
for the childts future is very much tied up with the fath er' 
own feelings of disappointment about his job and his feeling 
of inadequacy because of his lack of education. While 
talking about his thoughts for his son's future, he fre-
quently digresses from this point to discussing his own job 
and what he feels he has missed by not having had an educati 1n. 
He talks very seriously and intently about wanting his son t 
have an education, and has actually started saving money for 
the child's education. "Once in a while when I've got an 
extra five dollars, I put it in the bank under his name." 
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s. I'd like to give them an education -- if itts 
in their minds to become something, I'll try 
my best to give it to them -- see, I mean, I 
never had a chance, so I'd like to give it to 
them. It's much more -- even better to make a 
living -- I don't mean being a white shirt --
white collar man, I mean, making a good week's 
pay with the education. It would be better 
than breaking their backs or something and 
getting full of grease to your ears all day 
long. Not that there's any harm in that, but 
there's no future in it. You get old, and the 
best days of your life are spent in hard work. 
1 Although the father speaks of giving his child an education, 
if the child desires it, one feels that it is too important 
to the father to be treated so casually. As he talks fur-
ther about his plans for his son, he speaks in terms of 
npounding it under their heads~ and •pushing them~ toward 
getting an education. One feels that the father will pro-
bably put the child under a good deal of pressure to get 
this education, in order to satisfy his own needs. 
When the interviewer tried to find out the sex Mr. 
1 F. preferred, his immediate reply was, "Anything. I don't 
care what they are, as long as they enjoy life, you know, 
in other words, if they're in good health." However, he 
then went on to tell of his reaction to finding out the first 
child was a boy, and it seems very obvious that he does pre-
fer a male child. 
s. So when I come up to the hospital here, the top 
floor where the babies were was dark, and I come 
up in the elevator, Dr. K. was just coming in 
see, and as he was coming in, he says it's a baby 
boy, nine pounds five ounces -- I could have 
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fainted right in the elevator. That's how it 
shocked me, see. I would have been happy if it 
was a girl, but I was that much happier because 
he said boy. 
I. Was it nice to have the first one a boy? 
S. See, naturally, if the first child is a boy, 
it's a bi~ thing, you know. Especially the 
Italians. Having a boy, that's it, you know 
a girl, well, good luck to you, but it aintt 
that much -- but a boy carries your name. And 
Italians go big for that. They still carry out 
their old custom, you know. 
As Mr. F. went on to talk further about his son's birth, 
one could tell by the joyous and excited manner in which he 
was reporting that he considered this a very important event 
in his own life. He seems to have been so overjoyed at his 
good fortune that he could not control his feelings, running ! 
around and waking everyone up to tell them that he had a 
son. He seems to have been completely involved with this 
son from the very beginning, staying in the hospital for 
about two and a half hours just watching the infant and 
thinking that his child was very different from any other 
child. ~I've seen a lot of babies -- and they were ugly --
but this kid was good-looking, I mean, he had a full face 
and his hair was kind of reddish, and he really looked like 
a good healthy baby, right from the incubator." In contrast 
to the father's reaction at the birth of his son, was his 
reaction when the doctor told him that his second child was_ 
a daughter. His first response was, "'Are you sure? 11 
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It is obvious that at this time the father much pre-
fers his son to his daughter, although since the girl is 
only about two weeks old, it is far too soon to tell how 
the father would feel about them in the future . Mr . F. 
states that he will ttdo anything with Michaela and seems 
to be very much involved with him, but there is no mention 
of any contact with the daughter. However, it should be 
pointed out that the father did not have much contact with 
Michael , either, when he was small. One feels that it is 
because of the father's anxieties about what might happen, 
that he avoids contact with the children when they are in-
fants . 
S. I wouldn't get too near him . Until they get three 
or four months, until they get big enough so you 
can hold them, you know. They're too small --
they're so dainty -- their head -- it always goes 
like this, and if you don't keep your hands good 
behind it, she'll snap her neck. 
When talking about his family and his in-laws, Mr. 
F. explained that he lives on the fourth floor of the same 
building in which his parents and five unmarried brothers 
live on the first floor , and his married sister with one 
child lives on the third floor. He also explained that his 
wife's family lives 11 not far from us''· Mr . F. seems to 
think of these relatives as being important for Michael in 
that they 11·kept him occupied" while Mrs . F. was in the ho s-
pital. He states that Michael likes his grandparents and 
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his aunts and uncles. ttHe gets along with everybody --
he knows everybody by name, and he knows who they are." 
The father attempts to minimize the child's feelings for 
his relatives by stating that if they did move to California l 
I 
Michael would not miss them because 11he's too young - - too 
young to really know." One feels that Nlr. F. is denying 
the value of these relationships for his son so that he 
might more easily make the move to California, a move which 
seems to be a difficult one for him. 
Throughout the interview,. Mr. F. seemed to speak in 
a rather positive manner about his family and his wife's 
family. However, . at the end of the interview, when the 
interviewer wondered how he would feel about moving away 
from his family, there seemed to be almost a ba:r::rage of 
negative feelings expressed toward the families, his ovm 
family in particular. He tended to minimize the importance 
of his wife's family, saying that they don't see too much 
of them anyway, since they are all involved in their own 
1 problems. His own family they see very often, but there 
is a lot of friction and jealousy between them. 
S. I sometimes think I'll be better off living away 
from them. Now in my house if I bring home a 
pizza, I pass by my mother's house and drop in 
to say hello, and I have to give her some. So 
I buy two pizzas, but then I go upstairs and 
there's my sister. She opens the door to say 
hello and asks whatts that there, so you have to 
give her half. But if you don't have enough 
money to buy two or three, it's too bad. You 
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have to take your wife out to eat pizza. Or if 
I bring home Chine se food, everyone comes up-
stairs to eat it. And then there's no privacy 
-- if we have friends in and want to have some 
fun, downstairs they say why did they stay so 
late, and why did they make so much noise. And 
my sister tries to tell my wife she should dis-
cipline the children, but it's none of her busi-
ness. I've been around and had many friends. 
They'd give you the shirt off their back, some 
of them -- better than brothers. Brothers get jealous of you if you have a better job, and if 
you get something they don't have, they want it. 
Mr. F. spoke of these feelings in a very bitter tone. He 
seems to feel that his family is too demanding of him and 
he is not able to control these demands. He apparently 
feels a great deal of friction with them and this might 
be one reason, and only a partly unconscious one, why ~~. 
F. is so anxious to move to California. One also feels 
that Mr. F., in bringing out so many negative and hostile 
feelin gs towards his family -- as previously he had mini-
mized their importance to Michael -- is merely defending 
himself because he is finding the thought of separation 
from them so difficult. 
Throughout the interview, the writer felt that Mr. 
F. was making an effort to please her and tell fuer just what shell 
wanted to know. However, he was able to talk about some of lj 
the things that were of particular concern to him regarding 
his son, thus giving the interviewer an idea of his involve-
ment with the child. 
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CASE G. 
Mr. G.~. a tall well-built man of thirty-two, is the 
father of Alice who is now two and a half years old and 
Andy, aged one and a half. At present, Mr . G. is working 
as a dance instructor, but he had been employed as a boys 
worker at a community settlement house for several years. 
Throughout the interview, this father appeared 
guarded and suspicious in his manner of expression. He 
laughed after many of his statements, he coughed numerous 
times, tapped the desk with his fingers, and continually 
crossed and uncrossed his legs. Mr . G. covered his mouth 
with his hand when talking about things which seemed diffi-
cult for him. This did not seem to diminish until the end 
of the interview, at which time he asked for specific help 
with Alice. 
Mr. G. sat dovm opposite the interviewer and looked 
at her with a sideways glance and waited for her to start 
speaking. The interviewer explained her interest in Alice's ' 
I reaction to her mother's absence from the home at the time 
of .Andy's birth. Mr . G. looked quite uncomfortable, shifted 
in the chair, coughed and said he was unable to remember how 
Alice reacted to the separation. The interviewer then 
asked how Alice was cared for during that time and again 
his response was, "I can't remember." He then said she 
might have stayed with the mate~nal grandmother, but also 
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said she might have remained at home with the grandmother 
coming out to care for her. Mr. G. seemed confused and 
unable to give any definite answer t o the interviewts 
question. Indeed, _ his last statement seems to demonstrate 
his inability to do so: He said, "I can't make up my mind 
about where she (Alice) stayed." The period of time being 
discussed was over a year and a half ago and it is conceiv-
able that Mr. G. actually could not recall what had hap-
pened; however it appeared to the interviewer that he was 
holding back this information. 
In an effort to elicit more information about this 
period, the interviewer asked if he felt the child showed 
any awareness during the later part of the mother's preg-
nancy or Mrs. G.'s imminent departure from the home: He 
replied, 11 No.u When asked if he remembered anything of 
Alice's behavior after the mother left, he said, uNo, no 
gestures, no change, I didntt pay any attention. I can't 
give a definite answer.u Mr. G. seemed to indicate that 
he knew what was expected, but denied any knowledge of 
Alice's reaction to the mother''s absence. The interviewer 
tried a number of ways to help Mr. G. answer these ques-
tions, but he was unable to give any response other than 
vague statements about his inability to remember Alicets 
physical care. He denied that Alice had any emotional or 
behavioral reactions during this time. 
- __ ....;;~====-======#~-----= 
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Mr . G.~s observations concerning the next question 
asked were in striking contrast to the vagueness which 
marked his responses to the preceding questions. On being 
asked how Alice responded to the mothert s return home with 
a baby, he stated: ~Jealous.n He gave no response con-
cerning Alicets feelings about having the mother back in 
the home, but rather commented on her reactions to Andy. 
He was able to explain this in somewhat greater detail. It 
seemed to the inter viewer that Mr. G. derived a peculiar 
kind of enjoyment .m doing this. He said that Alice ex-
pressed her jealousy of Andy especially at feeding time. 
She would come to the fa ther and say, 11 My hand hurt, kiss 
it. 11 Mr. G. said he knew this was "phony", but he smiled 
as he said this and it wa s app~rent he enjoyed her behavior. ! 
Mr. G. said the jealousy was handled by giving extra atten- I 
tion to Alice. He said~ 
S. One would feed Andy and the other would feed 
Alice to make up for the attention he (Andy) 
was getting . Wetd baby her to show that we 
hadn ' t forgotten her and try not to show too 
attention to him. 
Although Mr. G. was frank in answering this question, he 
sat half-turned away from the interviewer and watched her 
suspiciously and seemed to expect her to react in a way 
other than she did. He then went on to make several com-
parisons of the two children. He said: "Alice was a good 
baby"; and "'Andy cries too much, he cries more than Alice 
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did. 11 He complained that Andy require's more attention 
at night than Alice did as a baby. He seemed to resent 
this attention the boy needs at night. When talking about 
the extra attention he gives Alice, he said: "Nan (Mrs. 
G.) gives Andy too much attention."' Later in the interview, 
he said, nAndy doesn't mind not having attention." He 
seemed to be saying that Alice needs attention much more. 
Mr . c. gave a detailed reply to a question as to 
how much time he actually spent with the child. Many 
questions were asked, and the way in which he answered seemed 
to indicate a longing to be more active than he is. Often " 
I 
his respon ses described Alice's activity, but not his actual ! 
involvement in them . He started out by saying he sees more 
of the children now that his working hours have been changed 
The interviewer asked Mr. G. to describe what they did, and 
his explanation seemed to i mply that his wife directs and 
controls the daily situation. 
S. Nan has her way. She puts them down the cellar 
to play. Andy sits in the play-pen • • • but 
down they go. 
After putting the children down the cellar, Mrs . G. goes 
upstairs to do her housework. Mr. G. spoke of Alice play-
ing in the cellar and seemed to feel guilty in telling the 
interviewer about it . From the description of his home , 
it would seem l ike ly that the "cellar" is actually a finishe 
playroom. However, from Mr . G.ts sneering way of saying 
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"cellar" it is clear that he sees this as not being an ideal 
situation. Although he spoke of this in a disapproving way, 
he went on to defend his wife's practice by speaking of the I 
amount of housework she does. Asked if the children played 
outdoors he said, "Yes , Nan puts them out back and ties them 
with long ropes so they won 't wander."' Here, too, Mr . G. 
seemed to feei some guilt about his wifets practice, but 
quickly spoke of wandering as being a realistic danger be-
cause they do not have a fence. He said, when asked, that 
he likes to play with Alice and goes down to the cellar with 
her. However, it appears that he is not comfortable in 
doing this . 
S. I spoil them ••••• Nan doesn't want me to play 
with them. She wants them to be quiet. She 
calls me up from the cellar and he (Andy) starts 
crying. 
Mr . G. feels that his presence excites the children and 
makes things more difficult for his wife. Mr. G., in de-
scribing this, said several times that he likes to play 
with Alice, but never really spoke of anything he actually 
does with her until after speaking of the "cellar" and the 
"long ropes". The interviewer asked what he enjoys doing 
with Alice. He said he likes "to teach her things" and to 
dance with her. He further explained his delight in teach-
ing her "words to repeattt and ttdancing the Cha-cha." Mr. 
G. said with some excitement that he likes to watch her 
"wigg le her fanny, sbe has a nice wiggle." Mr. G. laughed 
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nervously as he spoke of this and put his hand over his 
mouth. 
This father, when asked if anything worried or con-
cerned him about Alice, first denied any concern, then 
introduced what is perhaps most difficult for him to accept 
in his two and a half year old daughter. He said he had 
no worries about Alice, then continued with a comparison of 
I Again Alice was seen in a favorable light ~ 
I 
the two children. 
He said, 11 Andy is a finger sucker; Alice never did this." 
As he said this, he turned away from the interviewer, and 
the look on his face was one of disgust. After this ini-
tial denial that Alice presented him with no worries, he 
started to talk about a piece of her behavior which is of 
real concern to him. 
S. Both (children) live in the same room. They have 
their own cribs; he's (Andy) aware of things now 
that he wasn 't aware of before. He copies her · 
quite a bit especially when it comes to taking 
off shoes .~. and she likes to do it. This is 
the problem now. 
Mr . G. leaned forward while saying this and seemed to endoy 
relating this, yet was upset by it. When he spoke of the 
children sleeping in the same room, he added in a somewhat 
hasty manner that they have separate cribs as if to make 
sure the interviewer did not misunderstand the situation. 
After saying that Alice takes off her clothes, he said with 
empahsis, "She likes it 11 , in a way which implied that he 
saw her as being deliberately provocative. At the 
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interviewerts encouragement, he told her that Alice was 
skillful in dressing herself also . He said that (undressing ' 
was probably a "stage children go through ." He did not 
seem convinced by his statement. He added that upon 
awakening in the morning, Alice takes off her night clothes 
and is ~completely nude" and this is "disturbing". The 
subject was closed until the very end of the interview when 
the interviewer asked if he wanted to add anything. He sai~ 
"Yes", and then asked for help with this problem. First, he 
said, "It bothers me", then, "not that it bothers me seeing 
her nude, maybe it's a normal reaction, a stage." The 
interviewer asked exactly what bothered him about it, and 
he explained, "~'m afraid shetll do it in company." Asked 
what made him think this would happen, he said, "During the 
day she loves to walk around barefoot." After saying this, 
he asked if he should spank her for this. Rather than 
answer this question, the interviewer asked if there were 
other thin ~ s he spanked her for doing. 
S. Yes, she is a very defiant girl. If she wants to 
do something, she'll do it. Say "no" and she 
will go right ahead and challenge you. She'll 
look you right in the eye. 
I. This bothers you? 
S. Naturally. vVhen I say "no't , I mean no. Quote, 
unquote. 
Mr . G. laughed, covered his mouth and then said, "Sometimes 
I take a strap and pretend to hit her." Mr . G. seemingly 
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defending his behavior, expressed his feeling that Alice 
should now understand what he expeets. He then criticized 
his wife for spahking Andy. 
S. Nan will spank him for throwing clothes or playing 
with the drapes . It upsets Nan, but he (Andy) 
doesn't understand. 
~tr . G. clearly stated what areas of child development are 
difficult for him to handle. Alice's learning how to dress 
and undress, and the negativism one would expect in a two-
year old seems particularly difficult for him to accept. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
He speaks of this behavior as not bothering him personally , I 
but sees it as being naughty. However, it was clear to the I 
interviewer that he enjoys observing this, yet is in some II 
ways threatened by it. 
The question as to whom the child resembled brought 
little response from Mr. G. He made only one statement 
about Alice. He said, "She looks like Nan's sister." Al-
though the interview was focused on Alice and Mr . G., it 
is interesting and perhaps useful in understanding this 
father to include his statem.ents about Andy. 
S. And y first looked like Nan , now he's better 
looking and looks like me. 
Mr . G. laughed and said, "But he doesn't have my voice." 
Mr. G., when asked if he has thought of Alicets 
future, again seemed suspicious of the interviewer. He 
sat rather stiffly in his chair and said, "Sometimes I do." 
I 
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He stated he does not have any idea about what he would like 
her future to be . He then spoke of Andy . 
S. Every father likes his boy to be a ball player . 
I ' d l ike that. 
It seemed that Mr. G. was uncomfortable in saying this but 
felt he had to make this kind of response . Mr . G. spo~e 
of future schooling only in terms of nursery school . Again, 
as if he felt the interviewer was looking for a particular 
answer, his response showed no real conviction. He said, 
~I think some kind of pre-schooling is important, so chil-
dren can adjust better . " This part of the schedu l e was 
also aimed at understanding how the father understands his 
oldest child. Mr. G. sees Alice in a number of ways . He 
sees her as the little girl banished to the "cellar"; he 
sees her as a child with "personality" and a "good wiggle". 
He also sees her as a naughty, defiant, two - year old, who 
provokes him by taking off her clothes and saying no . He 
no doubt sees her as Daddy ' s girl . He said, "Alice has 
developed the habit of waking up at two or three o' clock in 
the morning and crying in a 11 phony" way in order to see him.ll 
He explained that at one time he saw very little of her be-
cause of his working hours. Upon arrival home, which was 
after her bedtime, he would awaken her so that he might 
see her f or a while. He no longer arrives at home after I 
her bedtime, but waking at night is now a habit with her. II 
r 
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He s ays the ~phony cry" is a device to get him to take her 
into bed with him , which he does . He spoke of having Alice 
in bed wi th ham and his wife with some satisfaction , but 
' when asked if Andy was ever taken into bed with him, he 
looked repelled and said, "Never . " 
The interviewer did not have to ask if he had a pre-
ference f or one of the chi l dren . After having said with 
some degree of pride that Andy resembied him, he quickly 
added : "Alice is my favorite . 11· He elaborated on t his by 
saying, "She was first and a girl. 11 He also said, · "She is 
more loveable . " In another part of the interview, he said, 
"Don't ge t me wrong, I like Andy, too . u The interviewer 
asked if he had wanted a girl first and he replied , "Yes . 11 
His relatives had assumed he wanted a boy first and he said 
he "went along with this" . Mr . G. said his wife, too, felt 
he must have been disappointed when Al ice was born . Mr . 
G. said when he visited his wife after Alice was born, the 
II 
I 
first thing she said to hi m was , "I ' m· sorry . " Mr . G. laughed 
at this and said he couldn't understand why this should be 
so because "deep down I wanted a girl . " He added, "Maybe 
it is because I worked as a boys t worker for so long . " 
As to how the child gets along with her relatives , 
the l ast area of i nterest in the schedule, Mr . G. said very 
little. What little he did say seemed to be more revealing i' 
I 
II 
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of how he got along with them. He briefly stated that Alice 
enjoyed visiting with both sets of grandparents and also 
liked to play with her little cousins. Vv'hen asked to be 
more specific, he said: "Alice likes both grandparents 
equally, but perhaps favors the maternal grandfather." He 
related this to the fact that his o~n father is twenty years ! 
his (Mr. G.'s) mother's senior. This, however, seemed to be 1 
more disturbing for Mr. G. than for Alice. After speaking 
of his father's age , he said, 11 But Alice likes him. 11· And 
then:. 11'Niy father-in-law is more active." It seemed to 
the i nterviewer that Mr. G. was expre ssing how he felt about l 
his fa ther and not concerning himself with Alice's feelings. 
Mr . G. spoke chi~fly about his daughter, but it 
seemed throughout the hour he was suspicious of the inter-
viewer's motives in speaking with him. He appeared very 
much concerned about her possible approval or disapproval. 
He looked at the interviewer a number of times with an 
expression which can be described only as a leer. (Of the 
f our me n whom this writer interviewed, he was the only one 
with whom she felt uncomfortable.) 
CASE H. 
The interview with rJ~r. H. was the om:: whi ch was not 
office held and tape record ed, but was rather a visit made 
to the home. This was necessitated by the fact that the 
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mother insisted that the father would not want to come into 
the office, but preferred to be visited at home. 
The interviewer was greeted at the door by the 
who then led her into the living room where Mr . H. was 
mother, 
I 
I 
seated. W~$ . H. sat down on the sofa beside her husband and l 
proceeded to take an active part in the interview, although 
the questions were directed to the husband. 
Mr . H., a twenty-five year old cable man . for a local 
electrical company, is the father of John, age two years, 
nine months , the study child; Robert, age one year, six 
months; and Donald, age five and a half months. Mr. H. 
is a rather tall man of medium build , pleasant appearing 
and quiet , although not shy in manner. He related in a 
warm and friendly way to the interviewer, seemingly feeling 
comfortable for being in his own home. However, he did not 
have the opportunity to be as spontaneous as he might have 
been, due . to his wife's insistence on answering questions 
and filling in the gaps in the conversation. This did not 
seem of particular concern to the father, however, and he 
' i proceeded to give information only when asked specifically 
for it. 
The father gave very little inf ormation about how 
the child reacted when the mother was out of the home giving~ 
birth to the second child, simply stating that Johnny was ·~ 
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very good boy and didn't cry or ask for his mother.... When 
Mrs. H. was in the hospital, Johnny stayed with his maternal 
grandmother. There didn't seem to be any particular measures 
taken to handle the separation other than for preparing the 
child to stay with the grandmother for this period of time. 
Mr . H. did not thin k this was much of a change in the child's 
routine, since he normally spends a part of each day at his 
grandmother 's home. Althou~h the father did not talk much 
about his contact with Johnny at the time the mother was 
out of the home, except for saying, "Oh yes, I did see him 
when I got home from workn., one had the impression that the 
father tried to see him son as often as he could. ~ 
~rr . H.'s reply to the next question, how Johnny re-
acted to the new sibling, was similar to his answer to the 
pr eceding questions in that the father did not seem to have 
any awar eness of what was going on at the time, or if he 
did, he did not report it. He stated that Johnny was fine 
and showed no jealousy at all regarding his younger siblings. 
He w~s very interested in his baby brothers and was very 
protective of t hem . However, now that the second sibling, 
Bobby, is older, .Mr. H. noted that although Johnny is not 
jealous, he do e s fight with him, especially about who is 
going to play with the father . Mr. H. somewhat defensively 
added that he tries to play with both of his sons and give 
them each attention,. but there are things he feels he can 
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do with the older boy that he cannot do with the younger 
one. 
The father seemsto have set aside certain hours of 
the day, and certain days of the week, for play with his 
sons, although one feels that he would not devote so much 
time to them if it werentt for the mother's urging of this. 
The father seems to feel that so much activity with his 
sons is an invasion of his privacy, saying that he can't 
watch television or read a newspaper while the children 
are awake because they are so anxious to play with him. He 
reported this with annoyance, but do es not seem able to 
limit the children's activities; instead, he grudgingly 
accepts this, resenting what he feels are excessive demands 
on him. He plays with the boys in the morning for a short 1 
time before he leaves for work , and he also plays with them I 
in the evenings. On week-ends he sees the boys all day. 
He reported with much amusement that the boys f ollow him 
wherever he go es, if he goes downstairs, or to the bath-
room , when he takes a bath or brushes his teeth, they are 
right there. The boys, and most especially Johnny, imitate 
the father at brushing their teeth and at shaving. The 
father seems to enjoy this and encourages it by buying the 
child a toy razor. The father also seems to enjoy the acti-
1 
vities he engages in with Johnny, particularly drawing with 
pencils, either putting a moustache and eyeglasses on a 
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fa ce in the comic strip sect ion of the newspaper, or drawing 
a picture on a piece of paper. He also reported, but with 
not as much enthusiasm, the activitie s in which he can en-
gage with both of the boys, namely wr estling both at the 
same time, and r eading stories to them . Another activity 
in whic h t he father en gages with his sons is watching tele-
vision; the children enjoy this very much, especially when 
the pr ogram is ~Mick ey Mouse" or some other children's pre-
gram. Although it is obvious that the father doesn't enjoy 
the programs, he seemsto be somewhat indulgent of the child-
ren's wishes in this area. Another activity which the 
f ather seems to gain satisfaction from is taking trips to 
the corner store, where, as he reported with a somewhat sly 
smile in response to his wif e 's accusation that he gives 
the children too much, he buys them candy, potatoe chips, 
ice cream, etc. Mr. H.'s final activity of the day with 
t he children is kissing them good-night. Mrs. H. at this 
point commented in a teasing but proud manner, that her 
husband never has taken on the duties of changing , feeding , 
or waking up at night with the children, unless there was 
an emergency. She added that he considers this a woman's 
job. Mr. H. agr eed that this was true, also seeming proud 
of this fact. 
Because the wife was present throughout the interview, 
the interviewer did not fe el comfortable in asking the fathe I 
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if there is anything about the child that worries or con-
cerns him. In the material that the father did give, there 
does not seem to be any evidence of anything in Johnnyts 
behavior that seems to concern the father, although he did 
express concern about the temper of the younger son. 
When the question of who the child resembles in 
looks and temperament was asked, Mr~. H. immediately replied 
that the boys looked like their father and also had tempers 
• I 
just like him. The father, quietly and with a smile, agreed 
with her. However, he went on to differentiate between the 1 
two boys, saying that Johnny is very much more even tempered 
than is Bobbie, who has "quite a temper''' . 
The father seemed to view Johnny as a good boy, one 
who listens to what he is told. "One word from me and 
that's enough". When the interviewer asked Mr . H. if he 
had thought about Johnny's future ,he was very surprised, 
repeating several times that he had not thought about this 
at all because the child is much too young. 
The next question, what sex does the father prefer 
and which child does he prefer, was not directly asked of 
the father. The interviewer, however, did ask the father 
how he felt about having three boys. Mr . H. nearly beamed 
as he said that he liked having three sons and there seemed 
to be no desire on his part for a daughter. In talking 
with Mr . H. about his children, it seemed that he prefers 
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his oldest son, Johnny. Johnny is the one he spoke of as 
being easy to manage and to play with. He spoke of his 
middle son as having a temper which the father felt he 
could not control. He spoke somewhat defensively about 
why he felt that he could not engage in certain activities 
with this son, saying e ither that he is too young, or that 
he is not able to play with pencils as Johnny does becau~e 
he would then write all over the furniture and walls. No 
mention was made by the father of the youngest son, except 
for a few descriptive words in answer to direct questions. 
When the interviewer asked about the children seeing I 
other relatives, Mr . H. said that they see their grand-
parents every day. He pointed out, with no noticeable emo- , 
tion, that these were his wife 's parents and that the child j 
ren enj oy seeing them. At this point, the mother defensively 
I 
commented that the children also like Mr . H.'s parents when ' 
they see them. Beyond merely mentioning that the children 
like their grandparents and that the grandparents enjoy 
seeing them, there was no description of any relati6nship 
or deeper feelings which either child or grandparent may 
have. Mr . H. seemed to be accepting of the .crrangements - the 
mother has with the matemnal grandparents to spend every 
week day at their home, which is very close by. He felt 
free to express some negative feelings about his father-
in-law, saying with annoyance that he deliberately tried 
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to provo ke Johnny to anger t he other day . The fa t her d i d 
not expr e ss any f urther n egative feelings which he may have 
had about his children seeing his wi fe ' s family and not hi s 
From the interview mater ial , it would appear that 
Mr. H. is not very much aware of Johnny ' s needs and reac-
tions . The ~rriter , however , feels that much of this is 
probably due to the nature of the interview situation , 
rather than to the personality of the father , who seemed to 
be a more warm , under stand ing , and interested fa ther t han 
t he data from the inte~view might l ead one to believe . 
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Developmental Profiles 
CASE A. 
According to the latest psychological tests given 
to Ruth Ann A., on January 29, 1958, at about the time the 
I father was interviewed, she was functioning in a very smoothr 
adequate, and somewhat precocious manner . The tester felt I 
I 
I 
that she was probably about six months above her age level 
in most areas. Her ego functioning was seen to be well 
developed, but not overly rigid; her gross motor develop-
' ment and coordination were considered to be smooth and good; 
her verbal functioning was thought to be very good for her 
age. In this developmental testing situation, she was able 
to carry on a quite intelligent conversation with the 
tester, telling him that she no longer wears diapers, no 
longer drinks from a bottle, which is "what a baby does", 
and identifying correctly those with whom she came into the 
hospital on this day. Her material and social handling also 1 
were seen to be quite good; she behaved in a co-operative 
yet individualistic and not completely compliant manner . 
The only reservation against the smoothness of her develop-
ment was her seeming phobia of darkness, which the tester 
felt was probably related to the long standing and earlier 
sleep disturbances the child displayed. 
In view of these psycnological tests of Ruth Ann, 
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Mr. A. seems to have reported quite an accurate picture of 
the child. He spoke of her as a very clever child who was 
able to do everything well . He also spoke of her verbal 
ability, how clearly she speaks and the clever things she 
can say. All of this is congruent with the reports of the 
psychological test which says that Ruth Ann seems to be 
functioning very well, and is even six months above her age 
l evel in most areas. 
It was obvious to the interviewer that the father 
very much en joys his daughter's precocious development. 
From his reporting, it seems that both he and the mother 
directly teach the child new things to say or "cute" things 
to do. In addition to this kind of encouragement, the 
father undoubtedly transmits at least some of the great en-
joyment and pleasure in this type of behavior to the child, 
giving her special gratifications in completing these tasks. 
Further, the father reports that the child's relatives, and 
grand parents in particular , ~get a big kick out of" the 
child's behavior, giving her an optimum environment of love 
and recognition in which to grow. It seems that Ruth Ann 
does act to please her parents , as is particularly notice-
able in the conversation which she had with the tester, in 
which she stated that she doesn't drink fr om a bottle any-
more , because that is what babies do. This seems to be 
almost a wo rd for word repetition of the father's attitude 
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towards her drinking from a bottle, as he reported it during 
the interview. The father stated that he told the child, 
when she wanted to drink from a bottle, that only babies do 
this and she shouldn't because she is a big girl. It ap-
pears that the parents give enough love and gratification 
to the child to enable her to gi~up some aspects of her be- l 
havior to please them. 
It is interesting to note that while the father gave 
an accurate picture of the child's positive behavior, he 
made no mention of the child's fear of darkness, the point 
which seemed to stand out to the tester as being the only 
r e servation on the child's adequate and somewhat precocious 
development. 
Ruth Ann seems to have been developing extremely 
well up to this point. One wonders, however, because of 
the extremely close relationship of this father and child, 
how the child will develop through the Oedipal period. Mr. 
A. se ems to want to keep his daughter close to him, and at 
this point , doesn't seem to pay much attention to his son. 
If the relationships in the family continue like this, one 
can anticipate that Ruth Ann will have difficul-ty in resolv-
ing her Oedipal ties and proceeding into the latency period. 
CASE B. 
At age nineteen months Gerald B. was given a 
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d evelopmental t e st . It is interesting to this writer that 
he approached the t e ster in much the same way that his 
fath er approached the intervi ewer . Ee regarded the t e ster 
in a sober manner , and when presented with the first t est 
object, he was "silent, unsmiling, but visually alert ." 
Like his father , t he boy did not r elax and relate fre ely 
until af ter an initial period of caution . 
The tester found that at fourteen months , Gerald 
passed many eighteen month items , and now at nineteen months 
he wa s able to pass many twenty-on e month items. He also 
succeeded with twenty- four month verbal items . He rel t ed 
well to the tes ter and played smoothly and happily . 
Gerald 's mother and younger brother were pre sent 
during t he t e sting session and at one point , the baby cried . 
The tester went to the child and presented him with a rattl e . 
From this point , Gerald became defi ant and re f used to compl y 
with r equests made by the t e ster . He centered his atten -
tion on the mother and child and wou l d not return to the 
test situation . 
It seems that Gerald ' s development is good f or 
his age , and in some areas , especially in the verbal area , 
he is advanced . He relates well to those around him, 
but is initially cautious in establishing relationship . 
At present , the staff feels Gerald is upset at having to 
share the mo ther with the baby . The go od relationship 
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the tester had established with Gerald was "completely wiped 
out" by his recognition of the baby. 
In relating the interview the writer had with the 
father in this report, one thing stands out in contrast to 
the father's statements. This is the boy's feeling about 
his brother. The behavior Gerald showed in relation to his 
brother was not recognized by the father in his reporting. 
The father denied Gerald felt any jealousy or negative 
feelings toward Steve. Except for this, the father's inter-
view gave a fairly good picture of Gerald's behavior. It 
seemed that this father was careful to give the interviewer 
a picture of his son which presented all the positive as-
pects of the boy's functioning . 
It seemed to the writer that Mr . B. and his son have j 
a mutually satisfying relationship. It appears that the 
father enjoys the time he spends in activity with the son 
and that Gerald has profited by these activities. This 1 
father spoke with pride of the son's capabilities, but it I 
seemed that he would not be upset if the boy did not per form ! 
in this way. Gerald's manner of relating to people combined ! 
with the father's pleasure in saying that Gerald "likes to 
imitate me" and the examples that he gave to demonstrate 
this, seems to indicate that Gerald has identified with 
his father to some extent; and the father is happy with this 
identification. The father appears to respect his son for 
I 
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what he is and seems to make no attempt at pushing the boy 
beyond his readiness. 
At the present time, the father appears content 
with his son's behavior and development. However, in view 
of the father 1 s non-recognition and denial of negative atti-
tudes and feelings in his son, one would wonder if this 
father will be able to accept the negativism which is asso-
ciated with the next stage of child development, a stage 
which Gerald is now entering . 
CASE C. 
Karen c. was last given a developmental test one 
month before the writer's interview with Mr . C. The tester 
had not seen Karen for over a year and felt in that time 
she had not changed much, although developmentally she had 
advanced . He found her to be a withdrawn, shy child, whose 
responses were inhibited. He felt the demands of the test-
ing situation were difficult for her to tolerate. 
She played spontaneously with the test materials 
and showed no signs of anxiety. However, when she was asked 
questions about these materials, she seemed to withdraw and 
refused to say anything. Karen refused to comply with re-
quests made by the tester, and at times, would do the oppo-
site of what he asked. The tester saw Karen as being, not 
only inhibited, but also extremely negative in her behavior. 
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Her development is, at present, below what is expected at he 
age. 
It was the writer's impression, after talking with 
Mr . C., that Karen was an isolated child who received little 
attention from either parent. As she had tried to reach out j 
and do new things, she has been prohibited because "she is 
more bother"according to the father. From the father's 
s.tatements, it appears that he engages in almost no play 
activity with her. He said she plays alone and is seldom 
taken out to play with other children. This apparent lack 
of stimulation in the home seems to be reflected in the 
girl 's current behavior. It is interesting that Karen seems ' 
best able to play alone, and she was unable to take part in 
play which required interaction with another person . Her 
lack of opportunity to meet people and to play with other 
children, and the inactivity of the parents may possibly 
account for her shyness in situations which call for social 
interaction. Mr. C.'s description of Karen standing by the 
window watching other children play seems to be an accurate 
statement of where Karen is at this time in her develop-
ment . 
Mr . c. seemed to have little awareness of Karen as 
an individual in her own right. As he talked about her, it 
seemed that he was speaking about a little girl who lived 
in his house but with whom he had very little to do. He 
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seems to be so preoccupied with his job situation, that 
he is unable to give much of himself to his daughter. The 
interviewer felt Mr. c. was so young and unsettled that it 
would be difficult for him to give much of himself to 
another individual. The father, however, did try to give 
the interviewer a picture of his daughter, which he per-
haps thought would be seen as good. He said such things as ' 
she is "normal, good, and no trouble." 
The part of the developmental test report which was 
in contrast to the father's remarks was the area of nega-
tivism. Karen impressed the tester with this aspect of her 
behavior, but in talking about her, the father did not al-
lude to this once. It may be because he is not cognizant 
of this, or he is not disturbed by it. If he is aware of 
this behavior, he may have not wanted to discuss it with the 
writer because of his desire to present his daughter in the I 
best possible light. 
The relationship this father has with his child 
seems to be one in which there is little mutual activity. 
The father appears to give little to his daughter which 
would stimulate social and intellectual development. This 
father says that he did more with Karen when she was an 
infant, and it appears that as she has grown older, he 
has withdrawn his interest. The father's involvement is 
st i ll in his own adol escent needs. 
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CASE D. 
James D. was seen for developmental testing one 
month after the writer's interview with Mr . D. At that 
time, the tester was not able to enlist the child's co-
operation in a sufficient number of test items to validate 
his findings. Taking this and other factors into consi-
deration, it was the tester's opinion that James was 
functioning below the level expected at this a9e. 
The tester f ound that James has low tolerance for 
failure and would become frustrated if success was not im-
mediate. However, it was the tester's judgment that this 
was appropriate for a child this age. When the demands and 
pressure of the testing situation were eliminated and the 
child was allowed to play freely, he functioned quite well. 
He was seen to be fairly adaptive in some areas and received 
pleasure in the doing of some tasks, and was not concerned 
with success or failure. 
The test report on James was brief because of the 
small am6unt of material available. This was due to his 
unwillingness to complete many of the test items. There-
fore, there is very little that can be related to the 
father 1 s statements. The one area that seems important is 
the tester 1 s opinion that James is functioning below his 
age level. If this were to become a constant finding, the 
father might find it difficult to accept because of his 
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longing for James to have the opportunity to go to college. 
However, it is not feasible at this time to make judgments 
concerning James' intellectual ability. 
The test erts observation of James' low tolerance 
for failure was not mentioned by the father during this 
interview with the writer . There was one t hing the father 
did speak of which might be related to this. Mr . D. spoke 
with annoyance of James' "babyish behavior" when playing 
with other children. The tester observed that when ex-
periencing difficulty with test items , James would seek out 
his mother and ask for her aid in completing the task . It 
seems that James runs to his parents when the play situation 
becomes difficult for him to handle. One would wonder if I 
t he fa t her's emphasis on athletic performance and the boy's 
lack of tolerance f or failure might not account for the 
regressive quality in the boy 's behavior, 
the father calls "babyish". 
behavior which 
The writer felt, after talking to Mr. D., that this 
father had a very close and meaningful relationship with 
his son. He spoke with con siderable enthusiasm of his ac-
tivities with James. He seemed to receive satisfaction in 
dis cussing Jamest accomp lishments and said with pride that 
James looked like him. This father, at times, alluded to 
possible differences in opinion with his wife concerning 
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the care of James . In this, he seemed quite protective of 
the boy. 
Mr . D. appeared to enjoy talking about his son, and 
it was this writer's feelin g that Jl.rr . D. and James receive 
a great deal of pleasure through their relationship. This 
father appears able to give much to his son through this 
mutual companionship. The father was seemingly quite tender 
in his manner of speaking about his son, and one couldn't 
help but feel what James is to do and become is of great 
importance to him. 
CASE E. 
Mary E. was given a psychological test on December 
3, 1957, about one and a half months before the interview 
with the father. According to the tester, this session 
with the child could not be considered a developmental exa-
mination, because the child did not stay in any one place 
long enough for any one item of the test to be properly ad-
ministered. It seemed to the tester that Mary's boundless 
abundance of energy keeps her moving all the time and com-
pletely blocks and prevents her from settling down to a 
single task, focusing on it, investing in it, and mastering 
it. The child spent a lot of time moving furniture around, 
climbing over things, trying to get out of the room, snap-
ping window shades up, instead of performing tasks for the 
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test. Her activities involved most of the test materials, 
but not in appropriate ways . She grabbed crayons and 
scribbled with them, unaware that the tester was drawing 
something for her to copy. She hurled blocks and cubes 
around, instead of building a tower or a bridge with them. 
Instructions seemed to mean nothing to her, except that she 
would sit in a chair when told to do so, for a short time, 
and then she would dash off again to some other activity . 
The tester felt that within this boundless expression of 
energy, there was no ill will on the part of the child, and 
she seemed to be enj oying herself, but there was some ex-
pression of aggression. Further, he felt that wild charging ! 
around the room, picking up things, throwing them down , with 
a rather pleasant expression but nevertheless an insatiable 
hunger, was a distinct oral activity. The tester goes on 
to say that because Mary is over two years, twelve months , 
the persistance of this behavior is indicative of a real 
fixation at this level in which the oral drive has been 
transferred to the gross motor apparatus and has not yet 
evolved beyond that point. Since the Gesell test was not 
properly administered to the child in this session, the 
tester goes on to report the child's development in terms 
of psychosexual development instead of Gesell type develop-
ment. There seems to him to be a definite retardation of 
psychosexual development and a fixation at a motor level 
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of development with strong oral components. 
The tester found that Mary was quite attractive and 
pleas ant looking . He also comments that Mary is a child 
with whom it is not unpleasant to be with for an hour or 
so, although he feels that the constant expenditure of energy 
could be terribly wearing if one had to experience it for 
prolonged periods. 
It can be seen from this report that at least some 
of Mr . E.t:s reporting, that of describing the child as being 
very active, was accurate . However, the tester sees this 
behavior as being without ill will on the part of the child, 
whereas the father sees her as behavi ng in this manner so 
as to deliberately disturb him. He sees being with the chil~ 
as not being pleasant, although wearing , as the tester would 
see spending more than an hour with the child, but as either 
a distinctly negative experience of being interefered with 
and bothered , or :a begrudging effort to protect other people 
from the child. 
Some aspects of the father's reporting would sub-
stantiate and verify the tester's impression that the child 
is fixated at the oral level of psychosexual development. 
Mr . E. names as one of Mary's present habits the eating 
of wallpaper. Although the father seemed more disturbed 
about the destructive and "sneaky" elements in this behavior, , 
it does seem obwious that the child'· s eating of wallpaper I 
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is another indication of her oral fixation . 
From the psychological testing situation, it seems 
that Mary cannot limit her "insatiable hunger" for activity 
in order to handle and master a single task. Controls im-
posed on the child by the parents seem to be very incon-
sistent. The father describes the mother as a tired, placid,l 
and almost disinterested person, who attempts to impose some 
controls on the child by calmly telling her to stop an acti-
vity if it is bothersome, but is completely ineffectual in 
these attempts. The father reports that Mary completely 
disregards these efforts by the mother . The father, on 
the other hand, seems to want very much to impose limits on 
the child by punishing her or angrily playing with her to 
divert her attention . In addition, the father reports that 
occasionally the mother will tell the child one thing , and 
unknowingly, the father wil l tell the child the opposite 
regarding an activity in which she may or may not engage . 
There seems to be no real effort by either of the 
parents to turn some of the child's energies into construc-
tive activity. From the father's reporting, it seems that 
the parents' efforts are directed mainly towards making the 
child stop her running around. There is very little play 
with the child, and when it does occur, it does not seem to 
be a positive learning and emotional experience, but a puni-
b . t· I tive one. The child seems to e faced with either a pun1 lV~ 
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set of controls or no controls at all . 
The father, according to his reporting , has never 
been able to give anything to the child in a positive way , 
and therefore , was not able to satisfy some of the child ' s 
earlier needs . He ~as not able to make up at all for the 
loss of attention from the mother which probably occurred 
when she became pregnant when Mary was five months old . 
The father seems to be too involved in his own problems 
to be able to give to this active and somewhat demanding 
child . 
CASE F. 
In his latest psychological tests , given on April 
15 , 1958 , about one month after the father was i nte rvie Jed , 
Michael seems to be functioning a t just about his expected 
age level, but with great difficulty and many problems . 
There seems to be a strong block against task completion, 
although it is obvious that the child has mastered the 
conceptu a l aspects of the problem . It seems that learning 
and mastery are such charged areas for the child that 
learning would be severely i nterfered with . It has been 
noticed that characteristically Michael is a boy with al-
most a chronically, unhappy, petu l ant f ace which rarely 
shows any expression of pleasure . Also , Michael has 
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usually been quite fearful of the tester, withdrawing on 
initial contact, sometimes loosening up a little, but 
returning to an anxious state as soon as he experienced 
any frustration in his presence, although he was somewhat 
improved in this latest test. 
The reporting of the father about the child does 
not seem to be con~ruent with the way the research team sees 
the child. Mr . F. made no mention of the fact that his 
child is an unhappy lookin~ boy or that he has difficulty 
with task completion. The father did mention that his son 
was fearful of doctors and hospitals, although he stated 
that he did like coming in to the Child Development Unit; 
however, when he did speak of Michael's fears, he spoke of 
them as be ing only one small part of the boy's behavior, 
not, as the Child Development Unit sees it, as anxiety 
which pervades the child's personality. It seems that the 
father's own anxieties are so great and that he is so in-
volved with this child, that he cannot see the difficulties 
that the child is experiencing. 
Even though the father seems to need to deny that 
his son is an unhappy and anxious child, with a problem in 
task completion, he describes the child as being held dmvn 
in a strict environment. Mr . F. describes the mother as 
an obsessive, compulsive person who cannot allow Michael 
to be anywhere but in the kitchen all day long because he 
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might damage some of the furniture. Even in the very 
restricted environment of the kitchen, the child is further 
held down with threats of punishment if he should scratch 
any of the ap pliances. Although the father does not openly 
express any negative feelings toward his wife ' s restrictions 
of the child, he seems to stress the importance to the child 
of an unr estricted environment, namely, a place out in the 
fresh air where the child could run around and not get hurt. 
He feels that the child would improve in many ways, mainly 
in physical health and appetite, if he could have such an 
unrestricted environment. 
The father does not mention, nor probably does he 
r eco gnize, that the child has a great deal of difficulty 
in task completion. From the reporting of the father, it 
seems that the child is somewhat demanding of him, as in 
asking for a certain toy, and t hat the father gives in to 
all of these demands. .The father does not seem able to set 
limits on the child 1 s demandingness and on his ovm desire 
to do and to get everything for this child. The child does 
not seem allowed to do anything for himself, and therefore, 
has probably never had much experience in problem solving. 
It also appears f~om the father ' s reporting that the more 
he gives to and does for the child, the more demanding the 
child becomes . In view of this, it would seem that the 
more the father does for the child, the less the child will 
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want to do for himself , and therefore , the problem in task 
completion would be even more pronounced . 
In view of the fact that the psychological tests see 
the child as having difficulty in problem solving and which 
could lead to a problem in learning, one wonders how the 
father-child relationship will progress once the child enters 
school, since the father has laid so much emphasis on an edu-
cation for him . 
This father and child seem to be in a very close 
and involved relationship . The father seems to be trying to 
satisfy some .of his own unmet needs through this child and 
would probably find it very difficult to have these needs 
further unmet because of the failure of his son . 
CASE G. 
The last developmental test was given to Alice G. 
one month after the interview with her father . Alice was 
described as an extremely unattractive child , whose behavior 
is not in any way endearing or appealing . The report said 
Alice had a sour , unhappy expression on her face, and she 
moved in a lumbering , graceless fashion . Before the test 
started , Alice spent her time dashing back and f orth through 
the waiting room . With little sign of caution or anxiety , 
she would approach strangers, but made no attempt at social 
interaction . During this time , the mother was constantly 
prohibiting this activity , but the child paid no attention 
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to her . 
Once the test started , the tester found it was dif -
ficult to engaoe Alice in mutual pl ay activity , and she could 
tolerate few demands made by him. The most important test 
items f ailed to capture her interest, and the ones that did 
were poorly handled by her . She refused to do much of what 
the tester asked of her , and she seemed to find little satis-
faction or pleasure in the play objects offered to her . It 
was also reported that at t his time, Ali ce ' s verbal commu-
nication was poor . Her be st development has been in the 
are of motor coordination . She is able to dress hers e lf and 
can tie and untie knots. 
In addition, the tester noted with some concern, the 
report of the mother . Mrs. G. said that Alice needed nothin~ 
to amuse herself and wa s not interested in toys. The mother 
also reported that Alice ' s main activity was taking off all 
her clothe s . The tester also made note of the fact that 
Mrs . G. puts Alice and the baby down in the basement playroom 
where they spend most of the day al one . When put outdoors 
to play , the children are ti ed to a tree with long ropes . 
The developmental r eport stated that Alice has mad e 
no progress since t he test si x months previ ous to this last 
one . Her play at this time s eems unadapt ive and conflict 
laden . The tester felt ther e wa s much evidence of ego im-
pai rment in this child and that her negativism and current 
problems stand in the way of further developmental progre ss 
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at this time . 
In evaluating the interview material with Mr . G., 
there is on e thing which stands out in contrast to the 
developmen t al report . In talking about Alice , Mr . G. s poke 
of her as be ing " l oveable " and a chi l d with "personality" . 
The father 's statements are in direct opposition to the 
opin ion sta t ed in the developmental report. 
Apart from this , the father ' s statements seem to 
support the f i ndings on this child . Mr . G. described a child 
who is isolated and restricted in her activity . His defen-
siveness when talking about the "cellar~ and ulong ropes" 
seems to i nd icate that he was aware of the harm this might 
do to Al ice . He ap parently does not approve of his wife 's 
practice, but his remark, "·Nan has her way 11 , was felt by 
the writer to be an expression of his helplessness in deal-
ing with this situation . In vi ew of the developmental test 
results , one would wonder i f this child could make progress 
under the r estrictive conditions imposed by the mother , 
coupled with the interviewer 's i mpr es sion of the ineffe ctual-
ness of the father . 
In d i~cussing hi s daughter ' s behavior , Mr . G. em-
phasized her und re ssing and also her def iant attitude . How-
ever, his statements s eemed t o be an expre ssion of ann oyance 
with this . He d id not app ear to see this behavior as pos-
sibly reflecting a disturbanc e in his daughter's function -
ing . 
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The report spoke of Al ice's verbal communic ation 
as be ing particularily poor , yet this father spoke of teach-
ing word s to his daughter as being one of his ma jor activi-
ties with her . One would wonder if he hasn't rec ognized 
this as being a problem with Alice which he is attempting to 
remedy , although he did not speak of it in term s of a prob-
lem . The i nterview material gives no direct indication of 
the father ' s being aware of his daughter 's poor development. 
However, his seeming defensiveness and guarded manner mi ght 
have been his way of protecting his daughter . Throughout 
the interview, i t was the writer's i mpr ession t hat Mr. G. 
was deeply concerned that she would have a favorable i mpres-
sion of him and his daughter . 
At this time , the writer feels Mr . G. and daughter 
are involved in a rather disturbed relationship . The fa t her 
presented himse l f as longing for more activity with t he chi ld 
but i s unable t o do t his becaus e of his wife ' s unwillingne s s 
to allow thi s . His s t atement , "·Nan s ays I ups et the chil r en' 
seems t o be the basis of his limited activity with Alic e . 
The writ er is also unde r the i mpression that his 
r e lationship with Alice was one laden with guilt and anxiety . 
He seems to be unable to relate to his child freely , and one 
would speculate that unless this child is allowed to reach 
to someone in he r environment and to grow in a less confining 
atmosphere , her problems will multiply fu, the future rather 
than become resolved . 
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CASE H. 
In December 1957 , ~bout one month before the fa ther 
wa s i ntervi ewed , Johnny H. was given hi s most recent develop-
mental te st . At age two ye ars, five months, Johnny was 
functioning reasonably well at the two-year level , and passed 
all areas at the two and a half year level , except for the 
adapt ive test . Johnny seems to be f unctioning very well in 
the verbal are a , passing in this area between three and 
three and a half year level . The tester thought that Johnny 
was an alert and happy child, whose fantasy life is so active 
that it is hard to impose a structure on him . The fantasy 
seems to take precedence over performance and is a defense 
against real demands placed on him. 
The fathe r tal ked about his son as t hough he Jere 
developing normally , with neither any problems or any special 
areas of competence . In vi ew of this, the father's r eporting 
does not seem to be congruen t with the report fro m the psy-
chological tests . He did not ment ion that the child was 
having any diff iculty with task comp letion , nor did he notice 
or possibly realize that his son ' s verbal ability s eemed to 
be advan ced for his age , nor d i d he give any i ndication that 
the child has a very ac t ive fantasy life . 
The child seems to use his fantasy as a defense again 
real demands made on him . The child has been subjected to 
two younger siblings by the time he wa s t wo years , three 
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months , and , according to the father 's reporting , he wa s ex-
pected to be i nte rest ed in and considerate of hi s two brother • 
Further, he wa s expected by the fat her , and probably the 
mother a l so , to be a "good boy" , to behave proper ly and do 
what he wa s told . These r eality dem2nds seem to have been 
too mu ch for the child , and theref ore , he has taken refuge 
in fanta sy . 
It would seem that the relationship between t he fathe 
and son is a fai r ly good one , character ized by a warm and 
gi vin g attitude on t he part of the father , and many sati s -
f ac t ions f or both father and son . However , on e feels that 
there are some negative aspec t s to this relationship , in 
that the father seems to feel burdened to a certain extent 
with the necessity of spending so much time with Johnny . The 
mother seems to push the childr en on to the father anytime he 
is home , and the . father r esents t he fact that he does not 
have any privacy because his chi ldren are wi t h him all the 
time . Instead of saying anything about this re sentment , the 
father seems to accept grudgingly hi s fatherly duties, a 
fa ct which J ohnny m~ght on occasion f eel . In add ition , one 
would wonder if t he child f eels as a rejection his mother ' s 
desire for him to be with his father at al l possible times . 
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SU1~VffiY AND CONCLUSI ONS 
This study was und ertaken primarily to provide the 
writers with experience in re search interviewing . Fortunate-
ly, they were able to become involved in s ome aspects of a 
current research pro j ec t and through this had an opportunity 
to spend many hours with an exp erienced research interviewer , 
who wa s able to guide and direct them . Since t he writers had 
only eight fathe rs , who were available to be i nt erviewed , 
their e xperience ha s naturally been limited . However , they 
feel what t hey have l earned about re search interviewi ng ha s 
enriched their educationa l exp erience in casework. 
The writers found s ome differences and some similari-
ties between res ear ch i nt erviewi ng and treatment and intake 
i nterviewi ng . For i nstance , in treatment i nterviewing , ini-
tia t ive for the pre sentation of material is the clien ' s . In 
the type of i nterviewi ng conducted for this paper , the 
wri ters to ok the initiative and t r ied to lead the fathers 
i nto areas which were of special interest fo r this s tudy . 
The manner of conducting an intake i nterview is much the s ame 
as research interviewing . There are specific kinds of in-
formation an intak interview is expec ted to provide . How-
ever, in add ition to the genera l areas of interest covered 
during the i ntake proc ess, the int erviewer will often pre s s 
for more specific information in ord er to properly evaluate 
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the situation . This might possibly be done in a research 
i nterview , but it is important to remember that the subject 
is not seeking help . If he is unwilling to discuss certain 
questions , the interviewer does not pre ss for the informa-
tion but rather makes not e of the subject ' s reluctance to 
di scuss it . 
An important aspect of this study , f or the wr iters, 
has been the tape recording of the i nterviews . In most in-
terviewing , memory is heavily rel ied upon for analysis of 
interview material . Sometimes sequence is lost and material 
b ecomes sub j ect to distortion . The exact transcription of 
the tape r ecording make s po ssible a more re liable and syste-
matic analysis of the data . 
In conclusion , several factors stand out as being of 
i nt ere st to the writers . Review of t he interview data re-
veals that mos t of the father s are very much involved with 
their pre-school age children; in fact , they are more deeply 
involved than the writers had anticipated . They devote many 
hours to mutual activity with their children and seem to f i nd 
pleasure in this . The writers would wonder if fathers in a 
higher social and professional group would share this charac-
teristic. 
As the writers had anticipated , each father, with 
the exception of two, reported that as his child has grown 
older and developed in capabilities, he has become a more 
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active participant in the child's dai l y life . The two ex-
ceptions seemed unable to cope with t he demands for ·atten-
tion made by their oldest child . Ea ch father , regardless 
of the depth of involvement with his child , tried t o give 
the writers a positive view of the child's behavior and de-
ve lopment . 
The two most d ifficult areas of child behavior for 
these fath er s to d iscuss wer e feelings of jealousy and rival-
ry the fir s t child mig ht possibly have towards the younger 
child , and negat ivism. It s eemed t ha t although the fa ther s 
were able to assoc iate change s i n t he child's behavior t o 
the arrival i n the home of a new sibling , they were not able 
to associate the se seemingly ho sti l e and regr e ssive reaction~ 
to any fe eling s of j e alousy toward s the new baby . In fact , 
i t seemed to the wr i ter s t hat every fa ther but one was em-
phatic in his denia l of the possibility . 
As a group, the fathers were intol erant of negati-
vistic behavior in the children . They all appea r ed to pl ac e 
emphasis and value on the child ' s being "good '' . uGood" 
s eemed to mean that the child was obedient and not unduly 
demanding of attention . Negativistic behavior appears to 
be as sociated by these fathers with "badne ss" . This t ype 
of behavior \Jas spoken of by the fat hers as being stubbor-
ness or defiance on the par t of t he child . Cons idering this 
apparent attitude of the fathers and that all of the 
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children are now in or entering i nto that stage of child 
development assoc i ated with negativism , the writers would 
wonder what effect this type of behavior will have on the 
relationships established thus far . 
The questions proposed for the purpose of obtaining 
a picture of the father-child relationship were all answered 
in the course of a single interview. It wa s not necessary 
to see any father more than onc e . The writers agree that 
from a careful analysis of the data material , they were able 
to obtain a meaningful picture of the parti cular relation-
shi ps in question , and that the use of the developmental pro-
files f urther substantiated their impressions of these re-
lationships. 
Cl<'-~~ ' 
~~o.._~ ll~Co.J..u.~-
s\~-&\ ~~ ( --
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